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DOMESTIC INTERCONNECTION ARRANGEMENTS FOR DATEL SERVICES

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Interconnection Issue
The ·Internationa1 Record Carriers (IRCs) have, for a number of years, provided

a switched, overseas voiceband data service called Date1. As currently implemented,
IRC customers in the United States call through the Bell/Independent domestic message
telephone service (MTS) network in the usual fashion in order to reach a Date1 switch
or an IRC operator. The call is then placed over conditioned IRC and overseas cor
respondent transmission facilities in order to reach the country of call destination.
Finally, the overseas domestic telephone network is used to complete the call to the
desired party in the foreign country. Service in the opposite direction, from other
countries into the United States, is also available.

This report is concerned with the changes proposed in the Bell/Independent
domestic MTS network to provide a more advanced form of interconnection to the IRCs.
Examples of such changes include several types of arrangements for a better quality
of transmission between the IRC customer and the IRC switch and the capability for
the customer to dial the called number using the same number of digits used for
overseas MTS calls.

There has been a history of debate between the IRCs and AT&T concerning the
issue of interconnection. This history is considered in detail in Section 2 of this
report. Various interconnection plans have been placed before the FCC by the IRCs.
AT&T, in Commission filings, has generally argued against these proposals. Section 214
applications have been filed by AT&T for the use of international MTS for data (by
the FCC 1964 TAT-4 Decision) and by the IRCs for enhanced overseas Date1 offerings.
Petitions have been placed before the Commission by AT&T to deny the IRCs' requests,
and, likewise, the IRCs have petitioned the Commission to deny AT&T until they obtain
a I su itab1e" interconnection. Thus, the issue of IRC interconnection for Date1 has
been a principal point of contention.

In orders released on February 11,1980, and February 14,1980, respectively,
the Commission granted the AT&T Section 214 application, while also relaxing the con
-ditions under which the IRCs could offer Date1. The Section 214 applications of the
IRCs were not granted in full. Specifically, their exact interconnection requests
were not granted. However, the Commission retained jurisdiction over this matter
pending the outcome of the MTS-WATS Market Structure Inquiry, the Docket 19660 pro
ceedings, and this study.
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This study was originally initiated by the National Telecommunications and
Information Administration (NTIA) in August 1979 in the belief that the sanctioned
use of international MTS for data, improved Datel l offerings by the IRCs, and
increased competition in international telecommunications in general would all be
in the public interest. Since the forum of filings before the Commission had not
broken the impasse over the interconnection issue, NTIA believed that an independent
study would be useful to the Commission. As the study has evolved, it appears that
its principal use can be to provide a framework so that more productive discussion
can transpire between the affected carriers.

Study Methodology

In discussing interconnection, it is extremely helpful to factor the problem into
eight specific operational and technical areas, namely:

o Point of Interconnection
o Numbering Plan
o Signaling
o Operator Procedures
o Customer Billing
o Maintenance and Testing
o Financial Arrangements
o Network Planning.

This categorization is used extensively throughout this report. In Section 2 it
provides a common denominator for considering the claims and propsoals made by the
various carriers. In Sections 3 and 4 it provides a framework for the further analysis
of the interconnection issue.

Several months after this study was initiated, the ENFIA II meetings commenced.
ENFIA II was concerned with the technical and operational issues related to the
domestic OCCs' use of the B~ll/Independent switched intraexchanged network for local
distribution. Although this interconnection problem is not the same2 as that facing
the IRCs for Datel, there are many similarities. The study reported here was therefore

lCertain commercial equipment, instruments, materials, or services are identified
in this paper to specify adequately the analysis procedures. In no case does such
identification imply recommendation or endorsement by NTIA, nor does it imply that

2the mateiral or equipment identified is necessarily the best available for the purpose.
One future problem raised by the IRCs which is not included in the above categoriza
tion, and which is distinctly different from the concerns of the domestic OCCs, is
that of double satellite hops. With the increasing use of domestic satellites in the
MTS network, the potential for double hop transmission will grow.
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refocused to take advantage of the information developed in ENFIA II. Much of this
information might not have been available otherwise, so the occurrence of ENFIA II was
fortunate. Section 3 of this report.contains an analysis of the Date1 interconnection
problem as it relates to ENFIA II, while Section 4 is concerned with other aspects of

the interconnection issue.

Study Results

Having factored the interconnection problem into technical and operational areas,
in Section 5 we recombine these aspects in order to discuss the problem as a whole.
Three different outlooks for improved Date1 interconnection are considered as a
function of the timeframe over which implementation is likely to occur.

There are several reasons why more ambitious interconnection arrangements will
take longer to implement. First, such arrangements will require changes throughout
the Bell/Independent MTS network. Unless extraordinary expenses are incurred, such
changes must be incorporated into ongoing plans to modernize this network. Such 10ng
term modernization plans, for example the introduction of electronic switching, re
quire a number of years to complete. Second, the introduction of more advanced inter
connection arrangements for the IRCs must be coordinated with the introduction of
similar arrangements required to accommodate other carriers, such as the domestic
OCCs. This is required for economic reasons and to avoid the conflict which might
otherwise result from the piecemeal introduction of change.

These three categories of solutions, long-term, medium-term, and short-term,are
discussed below. This categorization assumes that the IRes will pay for the changes
which they require. To assume otherwise, for example to assume that such costs should
be borne by the MTS ratepayers as an overall social good, would operate against the
goal of cost-based telecommunications services.

Bounds upon reasonable interconnection plans imply bounds upon the financial
resources dedicated to implementing them. Of course, NTIA is not privy to the finan
cial plans of the IRCs, nor would it be appropriate to be so. For this reason, the
inclusion of a solution to a given aspect of interconnection into a particular cate-
gory should be taken as illustrative of what seems reasonable. The ultimate agreement
on such details must be left to the carriers involved.

Long-Term Outcome: Parity
The IRCs have often requested that they be provided parity of interconnection

with AT&T. In their view, parity means that an IRC's Date1 service would bear exactly
the same technical and operational relationship to the Bell/Independent domestic MTS
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network as does AT&T Long Lines for its overseas MTS service. Each of the eight

technical and operational areas listed above is one dimension of interconnection.

Parity can be viewed as an advanced arrangement in each of these eight dimensions.

In all of the controversy over interconnection, there has never been an attempt
to relate the cost of achieving parity for Datel to the revenue from Datel which pre

sumably must support such change. Such an analysis would indicate that there is a

considerable disparity. Industry-wide Datel revenue simply is not capable of support
ing the changes in the Bell/Independent domestic MTS network necessary to achieve

parity of interconnection for Datel.
The annual Datel revenue for all of the IRCs combined is about one million

doll ars ($1 M), and accounts for only a tiny fraction of the overall IRC industry rev
enue of almost $450 Mannually. As a data service, Datel is based upon older circuit
switched concepts and technologies. An IRC would have to evaluate Datel against newer

packet-switched systems in order to decide what to back with facilities and promote
in the marketplace. Given these realities, it is not clear how much of its growth
capital an IRC would direct towards the improvement of Datel, but it is reasonable

to assume that it would be related to Datel's current and projected future revenues.

AT&T has estimated that to make some of the changes necessary to implement Datel
parity would involve an initial expenditure of $169 Mand an annual expense of $20 M.

While these figures were not substantiated by AT&T and hence cannot be readily evalu

ated, they cannot be dismissed out of hand, considering the magnitude of the Bell/Inde

pendent domestic network and the changes which would be required to achieve parity.
We believe it difficult to justify significant changes to this network in order to
accommodate DateT service alone, whichyenera-t-es a very low level of demand di ffusely

across the entire nation.

We believe parity for Datel must rest on a broader economic· base, such as that
which would be provided by a coordinated national plan designed to evolve the public

switched voiceband network into a significantly more competitive configuration. It

is not clear that such a comprehensive effort will be undertaken at this time. At
present, the process begun in ENFIA II offers the best hope for beginning to work in

thi s di reciton.

Medium-Term Outcome: Relating to the Problems of the OCCs
The ENFIA II meetings were concerned with enhanced interconnection arrangements

for domestic OCC-switched voiceband services. Examples of such services, as currently

offered, are the MCI "Execunet" and the SPCC "Sprint V."
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There are significant differences between the IRCs' and the accs' interconnection
problems. At the most macroscopi2"<ieVel of description, the accs use the Bell/Inde

pendent intraexchange network at both ends of their own interexchange networks, while
the IRCs use the Bell/Independent intraexchange and interexchange networks at one end
of their international networks, with the other end supplied by their foreign corres
pondents.

Even so, there are a conisderable number of similarities between the two problems.
Both problems raise issues concerning point of interconnnection, numbering plans; sig
naling, etc.--in other words, the eight technical and operational areas of inter
connection used throughout this report. Further, the complexity of the accs' and the
IRCs' interconnections with the Bell/Independent network are similar. Both must
receive calls and signaling information from the Bell/Independent network; both must
send calls and signaling to this network.

It is significant that in the ENFIA II meetings parity was not a primary issue.
As a practical matter, the accs apparently realized that their revenues and their
time scales for planning and deployment were simply not commensurate with the changes
which would be required in the Bell/Independent plant to implement parity. This is
relevant to our concern here. By any measure, such as revenue, number of trunk con~

nections, etc., the accs' domestic switched voiceband business is about 100 times
larger than is the IRCs' Datel at this time.

The ENFIA II meetings, which only reached the stage of initial negotiations, have
been terminated. ENFIA II was more concerned with problem definition, the suggestion
of tentative solutions, and mutual education. In this sense, however, ENFIA II set
the stage for a process which is now continuing.

The continuation of this process has been manifest in AT&T's response to the FCC
in Docket 78-72, as filed on March 3, 1980. Here, AT&T has suggested certain inter
connection plans which are an outgrowth of the work in ENFIA II. Bell also proposed
that a technical committee be formed, with Commission and industry participation, to
consider this matter further.

Although the administrative and institutional details are unclear at this time,
a process is going forward which should eventually result in an enhanced form of inter
connection for the OCCs. Because of the similarities between the accs' and IRCs'
problems, and because of the much greater economic impetus behind the acc issue, NTIA
believes that the IRCs' interconnection problems should be folded into this ongoing
process. It is also imperative that this be accomplished soon, so that the Datel
interconnection issue is not considered as an afterthought:
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Short-Term Outlook: Considering the IRC Problem Alone
If Datel is considered in isolation, then an arrangement which appears commensurate

with Datel revenue involves an IRC customer reaching an IRC's Datel switch using the
Bell/Independent domestic MTS network in the usual fashion. Further information, such
as the calling party's identification and the station to be called, would then be
conveyed over the built-up connection using some inband means such as Touch Tone
multi frequency signaling. This arrangement closely parallels that currently employed
in the Datel services and by the domestic OCCs for switched voiceband services such
as Execunet and Sprint v.

Through enhancement of the currently employed approach, the IRes should be able to
obtain some of the enhancements of interconnection which they have requested. Because
all of the IRC switches are currently located in New York City, it should be possible
to connect them all into the Bell/Independent domestic MTS network through one Bell
System switch. This one switch might be especially modified without incurring great
expense.

We note that answer supervision is already offered on this basis. Other attri
butes of four-wire transmission including a four-wire path through the connecting
switch, not currently available to the IRCs, may also be attainable. Of course, those
attributes of interconnection requiring changes which are diffuse throughout the
entire Bell/Independent MTS network, such as dialing parity, could not be accomplished
by this means.
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DOMESTIC INTERCONNECTION ARRANGEMENTS FOR DATEL SERVICES

J. G. Wi 11 i ams*

The International Record Carriers have, for a number of years,
provided a switched, overseas, voiceband data service called Datel.
This report examines changes required in the Bell/Independent domestic
MTS network to provide a more advanced form of interconnection for Datel
than is presently available. The report examines Datel interconnection
in terms of eight specific operational and technical areas: point of
interconnection, numbering plan, signaling, operator procedures, cus
tomer billing, maintenance and testing, financial arrangements, and
network planning. Three categories of solutions to the interconnection
problem are discussed: short-, medium-, and long-term.

Key words: Datel interconnection; international record carriers; switched
voiceband data service

1. INTRODUCTION

Datel is a switched, voiceband communication service provided by the
International Record Carriers (IRCs) in the United States in conjunction with the
telecommunication administrations of certain foreign countries. As currently con
figured, Datel customers in the United States place calls in the conventional man
ner over the Bell/Independent MTS network (and, to a certain extent, over similar
facilities of Western Union) in order to reach an IRC switching center. All such
centers are currently located in New York City.

At such a switching center a call is terminated at an IRC automatic switch or
at a manual switchboard. The customer then provides calling and called party in
formation. The call is then carried over conditioned internatioanl voiceband
transmission facilities in order to reach a switching center in the country of call
destination. Typically, these transmission facilities are owned jointly by the IRC
and the foreign administration. The call is then routed by the switched voiceband
network of the foreign administration to the called station. Service from other
countries to the United States is also available, with routing performed in the
opposite direction but otherwise as described above.

The IRCs cannot afford, either singly or collectively, to deploy and operate
a private networkl in order to reach their Datel customers in the United States.

*The author, now with the FCC in Washington, D.C., was formerly with the Insti
tute for Telecommunication Sciences, National Telecommunications and Information
Administration, U.S. Department of Commerce, Boulder, CO 80303.

1The parent company of two of the IRes, ITT and RCA, also has initiated domestic
long-haul operations. These networks are too fragmentary to provide the domestic
Datel sections and further, the FCC has until very recently prohibited interconnec
tion of these international and domestic networks.



The means by which an IRC is interconnected into the Bell/Independent MTS network
for domestic access and egress therefore becomes critical.

This report is concerned with the changes required in the Bell/Independent
domestic MTS network in order to provide a more advanced form of interconnection
to the IRCs. Examples of such changes include arrangements for a better quality of
transmission between the IRC customer and the IRC switch and arrangements for a
customer-dialed service equivalent to that employed for international MTS.

There has been a long history of debate between the IRCs and AT&T concerning the
issue of interconnection. Various interconnection plans have been placed before the
FCC by the IRCs. AT&T, in Commission filings, has generally argued against these
proposals. Section 214 applications have been filed by AT&T for the international
use of MTS data and by the IRCs for enhanced overseas Date1 offerings. Petitions
have been placed before the commission by AT&T to deny the IRCs' requests, and,
likewise, the IRCs have petitioned the Commission to deny AT&T. The issue of IRC
interconnection for Date1 has been a principal point of contention.

In orders released on February 11, 1980, and February 14,1980, respectively,
the Commission granted the AT&T Section 214 application, while also relaxing the

,
conditions under which the IRCs could offer Date1. The Section 214 applications of
the IRCs were not granted in full. Specifically, their interconnection requests
were not granted. However, th~ Commission retained jurisdiction over this matter
pending the outcome of the MTS-WATS Market Structure Inquiry, the Docket 19660 pro
ceedings, and this study.

This study was initiated by the National Telecommunications and Information
Administration in' the belief that the sanctioned use of international MTS for data,
increased Date1 offerings by the IRCs, and increased competition in international
telecommunications in general would all be in the public interest.. Since the forum
of filings before the Commission had not broken the impasse over the interconnection
issue, NTIA believed that an independent study would be useful to the FCC. The
prupose of this study is to provide a framework so that more productive discussion
can take place among the affected carriers. It is not appropriate for NTIA to make
detailed recommendations concerning interconnection. The resolution of details is
best left to the carriers involved.

Although NTIA held informal meetings with AT&T and the IRCs, during which many
views and much helpful background information was obtained, this document is based
upon information which is in the public record. This constraint does not appear
to have limited the study in any important way, and it produces a document which
pravi des refer.ences.
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The focus of this studY is on calls from the United States to other countries
and not the converse. This is also the focus of the contention between AT&T and
the IRCs. In terms of interconnectfon,the difficult technical and operational
problems arise in the country of call origination. The termination of U.S.-generated
Datel traffic into another country's public switched voiceband network is straight
forward. If standard signaling and transmission formats are used, then no changes
are required in the terminating network.

There have been discussions between some IRCs and foreign administrations re
garding enhanced interconnection for Datel traffic which originates overseas and is
destined for the United States. The inbound (to the United States) traffic is
obviously an important aspect of the overall service and involves complex technical
and institutional problems not under U.S. control. However, it should be noted that
in making international arrangements, if conventions regarding issues such as num
bering plans are not broken, then such arrangements would have no effect upon the
operation of the Bell/Independent domestic MTS network. (Some of the numbering
plans discussed in ENFIA II could influence a uniform approach to this problem by
overseas administrations.)

Interconnection cannot be discussed as a simple issue. Rather, it is a concept
which involves a number of different operational and technical considerations. It is
extremely helpful to factor the interconnection problem into eight such specific
areas. These areas are used throughout this report. They provide a common denominator
for considering the claims and proposals made by the various carriers, as well as
providing a framework for our further analysis of the interconnection issue.

The Point of Interconnection is the first of these eight areas. Issues con
sidered here include the type of transmission facility which will be used between
an IRC switching center and the connecting Bel-l/-llldependent MIS neDLOJ"k .switc~b Je~_g_._,

two-wire vs. four-wire) and the nature of the connecting Bell/Independent switch
itself (e.g., two-wire vs. four-wire connectivity through the switch). Related
issues, such as the location of the Bell/Independent connecting switch(es) with
respect to the IRC switches, and hence the routing of Datel calls in the Bell/Inde
pendent network, are also considered here.

Issues involving the Numbering Plan constitute the second operational and
technical area. Considered here is the manner in which a Datel customer conveys
information to the Bell/Independent MTS network in order to be routed to the IRC
switch, and the manner in which further information is conveyed to the IRC switch in
order to route the call to the station of call destination. From the calling cus
tomer's standpoint, the numbering plan is perhaps the most visible aspect of inter
connection, since it determines the number of digits which are dialed in order to

3



complete a call. The numbering plan is an important aspect of interconnection.
Depending upon the plan chosen, no changes may be required in the Bell/Independent
MTS network or substantial changes may be called for.

Related to the numbering plan is the technical and operational area of
Signaling, which is concerned with the manner in which customer-dialed information,
and other information which may be generated internal to the Bell/Independent network,
is passed to the IRC switch.

The area of Operator Procedures is concerned with the special functions which the
Bell and Independent operators may have to perform on behalf of the IRCs. Again, no
special functions may be required or considerable extra effort may be incurred, depen
ding upon the plan chosen. If special functions are performed, then new operator
equipment arrangements, procedures, and training will be required, as will new routing
and billing tables and associated software modifications. Extra costs will be in
curred for all such changes, as well as for the ongoing operator activity itself.

From the standpoint of interconnection, the area of Customer Billing is con
cerned with the manner in which calling customer information is conveyed from the
Bell/Independent network to an IRC. Obviously, an IRC must determine the calling
customer or station identity in order to bill for a call. The calling station
identity is generated internal to the Bell/Independent network for its own billing
purposes, but this information is not normally available for external use. With
modification, the Bell/Independent network could pass this information to the IRC
switch at the time of call set-up.

If special interconnection arrangements are instituted between the Bell/Inde
pendent and IRC networks, then corresponding Maintenance and Testing procedures must
also be devised. It is important to isolate equjpment problems to the network
in question so that maintenance responsibility can rapidly and unambiguously be
determined.

The area of Financial Arrangements is concerned with the manner in which the
IRCs will compensate Bell and the Independents for the use of the MTS network.
Included here are periodic (e.g., monthly) payments which may be incurred as a
function of actual network use. Separate from this is the issue of compensation for
the development and deployment of special network arrangements which may be
required for enhanced Datel interconnection. To the extent that the market for
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Datel is speculative, the mechanism for bearing the risk for such developments
must also be considered.

Finally, the area of Network Planning is concerned with the manner in which
IRC projections for the growth of Datelinterconnection arrangements are factored
into the planning process for the growth of the Bell/Independent MTS network.
Although there is a legitimate need for the exchange of planning information, the
design of such procedures must carefully balance this need against the potential for
anti-competitive abuse.

The remainder of this report is structured as follows. Section 2, titled
"Background," discusses the history of the debate between the IRCs and AT&T
concerning the issue of interconnection for Datel. The eight technical and opera
tional areas are used extensively to trace the details of the variou~ proposals
placed before the Commission and to document the current positon of each of the
affected carriers. Section 2 is intended as a normative description of what
transpired. Our own critical remarks and analyses are excluded.

Section 3 relates the IRCs' problems of interconnection for Datel to the
interconnection problems facing the domestic Other Common Carriers (OCCs). A short
time after this study was initiated, the ENFIA II meetings commenced. ENFIA II was
concerned with the technical and operational issues related to the domestic OCCs· use
of the Bell/Independent switched intraexchange network for local distribution. Although

this problem is not the same as that facing the IRCs for Datel, there are many similari
ties. This study was therefore refocused to take advantage of the information developed
in ENFIA II. Much of this information might not have been available ot~erwise, so the
occurrence of ENFIA II was fortunate.

ENFIA II did not address all the issues related to domestic interconnection for
Datel services. Section 4 considers some of the issues which were not addressed in
ENFIA II.

Unlike the previous sections of this report, where the interconnection problem
is factored into technical and operational areas, Section 5 recombines these aspects
in order to consider the problem as a whole. Three different categories of solutions
are discussed, as a function of the timeframe over which implementation is likely to
occur. The solutions discussed in Section 5 should be taken as examples or prototypes,
indicative of what seems reasonable to us, and not as NTIA recommendations. This is
consistent with the purpose of this study, which, as we have said, is to provide a
framework of understanding so that more productive discussions can take place among
the affected carriers.
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2. BACKGROUND

This section di.scusses the history of the International Record Carriers'
requests for interconnection wi.th the AT&T domestic MTS network, starting with the

FCC Report and Order of January 1976 and going through the FCC Orders released in
February 1980. Events before the PCC prior to 1976 will not be di scussed, since
they are not directly relevant to the current issues of interconnection. Likewise,
court proceedings will not be mentioned, because very little of engineering interest

was discussed in that forum.
To provide context, the situation prior to 1976 must first be reviewed.

Unlike the domestic MTS network, AT&T's overseas facilities were restricted to
voice-only applications. International Dataphone services (i.e., the ability to
send data, facsimile or record communication alternately with voice at usage
sensitive rates) were restricted by AT&T·s tariff. AT&T's overseas MTS facil ities
were fully interconnected with the domestic MTS network on a manual, operator
intervention basis; and with the introduction of IDDD, the evolution to an automatic,
customer-controlled means of interconnection was well under way.

A service somewhat similar to international Dataphone was provided by the
International Record Carriers. This service, called Datel, permitted data, fac
simile and record communication, while restricting voice to queuing and control.
Switched connections between the IRC customers in the United States and the Datel
operating centers were achieved via the AT&T domestic MTS network, and to a lesser
extent, via a Western Union voice-band dialed access service. Circuits from the
Datel operating centers to the AT&T network terminated on the line (customer) side
of class 5 (local} switching offices. Tn tllis sense, AT--&T trea-tetl the I-R€s l-i-ke any
other local telephone customer.

With this arrangement, an operator in the Datel operating center was required
to establish manually the connection between the IRC customer in the United States
and the foreign administration's customer. For a call originating in the U.S., the
IRC customer would dial the Datel operating center via the domestic MTS network in
the usual manner, and then, w·ith' the assistance of the Datel operator ,establ i sh
the call to the foreign party.

From as early as 1965 the IRCs had at various times attempted to obtain an
enhanced means of interconnection with the AT&T domestic MTS network, primarily to
provide a direct-dialed service which would eliminate the need for always using the
Datel operator. However, prior to 1976, no such arrangement had been established.
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2.1 FCC Report and Order of January 1976

The FCC (1976) Report and Order of January 19, 1976,concluded that the restric

tion of overseas MTS to voice-only was no longer in the public interest. Accord
ingly, the chief of the Common Carrier Bureau was instructed to accept Section 214
applications from AT&T to add Datapnone services to overseas MTS offerings.

The Report and Order further found II, •• it to be in the public interest for

the IRCs to expand their switched record services, such as Datel, and to inter
connect their facilities with AT&T's domestic MTS network for this purpose. 11 In a
section which is highly relevant to our interests here, the FCC also noted that:

"WUI has indicated strongly that it has had some difficul ty ob
taining interconnection with AT&T's domestic switched telephone
network. It futher asserts that such interconnection is necessary
if the company is to serve customers outside of the gateway cities
and thereby compete effectively with AT&T's international dataphone
service. Although we are hopeful that appropriate agreements for
interconnection can be reached, pursuant to our policies established
for domestic common carrier, we shall entertain pleadings from the
international carrier regarding what facilities and interconnections,
not presently provided, are necessary for their proposed services. 1I

In an effort to determine the type of interconnection II no t presently
provided,1I AT&T requested a meeting with the IRCs, which was held on February
4, 1976. Subsequent meetings were held on February 13, February 27, and March
9 of the same year. The results of the meetings were inconclusive, and no
further meetings were held.

2.2 IRCs' Requests for Interconnection of April 1976

Pursuant to the FCC Report and Order, AT&T on April 9, 1976, filed a
Section 214 application to provide overseas Dataphone service. Pursuant to the
same Report and Order, ITT World Communications, Inc., on April 8, 1976 filed a
"Petition for Interconnection ll document with the FCC (ITT, 1976); while on
April 9,1976, RCA Global Communications, Inc. (RCA, 1976), TRT Telecommunica
tions Corporation (TRT, 1976) and Wester'n Union International, Inc. (WUI,
1976), filed similar documents.

These four documents contained details of the IRCs' interconnection requests.
The Appendix of this document, which is organized by technical and operational

areas and by IRC, provides details of these requests. As the Appendix shows,
there was a reasonable consistency among the various IRCs. A summary, composite
view will therefore be presented here.
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The General intercQnnection reque~t~ were all the ~ame; tha.t the IRCs should
bear the same technica.l and oper~tional relati.onship to the Bell System domestic
MTS network a~ does AT&T Long Ltnes. This arrangement has come to be known as
parity. We now look at the specHtcs of the IRCs requests, in order to see what
parity would mean.

In terms of the point Of Interconnection, ITT, RCA~ and WUI required a four
wire circuit from their switch to the connecting AT&T switch, which they also
required to be four wire. This four-wire connectivity, from the IRC switch all
the way into the MTS network, was stated by the IRC~s to be necessary in order to
provide enhanced signalling and to reduce degradation caused by conversions between
two-wire and four-wire modes of operation.

WUI explicitly required that Hthe number of transmission sections (circuits
between AT&T exchanges) required for a domestic subscriber to reach WUI (or vice
versa) shall be equivalent to the number of sections required by a subscriber to
reach an international transit exchange serving the AT&T system. II ITT and TRT
were willing to allow at most one extra section.

A Numbering Plan was required such that a subscriber could reach an overseas
party via an IRC by dialing the same number of digits as would be required for
routing via AT&T Long Lines. Although not required by this constraint, the IRCs
all suggested variations on the 1000 numbering plan for their use. For example,
where a 011 prefix is used for international routing via AT&T Long Lines, a OlX
prefix was suggested, where the ·X' specifies a particular IRC. RCA went to some
length in discussing this, as shown in Section 3.2 of the Appendix.

With regard to the Signaling required from the AT&T MTS network to the IRC
switch, both ITT and RCA required the same information and format as is now used
to signal an AT&T International Switching center. WUI's request was somewhat more
general: they asked for all calling-customer information dialed after the IRC
access prefix, with the format unspecified.

In the area of Operator Procedures the IRCs requested that AT&T operators
honor calling customers' requests for routing via an IRC. ITT further requested
that unspecified international Oataphone/Oatel calls be distributed according to
some predetermined allocation scheme.

In terms of Customer Billing, ITT requested parity. Specifically, they
required as a minimum: (a) the called party's telephone number, (b) the calling
party's telephone number, (c) the date of the call, (d) the time of the call, and
(c) the duration of the call. When technically possible, they requested that this
information be made available in real-time; otherwise, that it be made available
tn an off-line, machine-readable form. WUI was less specific: they requested
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that the calling party's identHication be made available in real-time, or "such
compa,rab1e arNngement sati sfactQry to WU~. II

With respect to Ma,intenance a,nd Testing little was said in detail, other than
tha,t some cooperative arrangement would be required such that IRC access facilities

would be maintained to Bell System standards. ITT did request "operational access
to AT&T's Data Te,st Centers."

It wa,s asserted that the Financial Arrangements by which AT&T would be com
pensated for the IRCs' use of the domestic MTS network should be uniform and non
discriminatory. Again, the concept of parity was introduced: the IRCs should pay
no more than the AT&T Long Lines. Recognizing this as a murky area, RCA and WUI
suggested initial use of an arrangement similar to that for overseas TWX/Telex '
prior to AT&T's divestiture of TWX.

In terms of Network Planning, ITT requested consideration of the IRCs' needs
as a part of the Bell System's normal planning process, and mentioned some specific
area where attention was needed. RCA requested some specific planning information
from AT&T, and volunteered a projection of Datel volume. TRT raised the specific
issue of the avoidance of domestic satellite routing (one of the specifics raised
by ITT), while WUI made some general remarks.

At the risk of considerable simplification, Table 1 presents a summary of the
above discussion. It should be taken as such, and only used in this context, and
in the context of the Appendix.

On April 26, 1976, AT&T (1976) filed a Reply to the IRCs' interconnection
proposals. This reply was short and contained no technical analysis. AT&T asserted
that the interconnection proposals, together with the IRCs' request for removal of
the voice restriction on Datel (See for example, RCA, 1976, p. 81), amounted to
an attempt to "integrate the IRes' facilities into the overseas MTS network." AT&T

further said that it was "not prepared to discuss any (such) 'parity' demands."
On July 23, 1976, ITT, RCA, and WUI all filed Petitions to Deny the AT&T

Section 214 application for overseas Dataphone. On August 12, 1976, AT&T filed
an Opposition to these Petitions to Deny. On August 31, 1976, ITT, RCA and WUI
all filed Replies to this Opposition. None of these documents contained sub
stantive technical discussions as relates to the issue of interconnection.

Section 214 applications were filed with the FCC by WUI on June 20,1977,
followed by RCA on June 30, 1977, and ITT on October 6, 1977. These applications
requested permission to offer an enhanced Datel or "Dataphone-like" service. In
such a service, the existing Da,tel restriction limiting voice to queuing and
control would be expanded to allow "alternate voice/datal', Further, some form of
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Table 1. Summary of the IRC's April 1976 Requests for Interconnection

General

Point of
Inter
connection

Numbering
Plan

Si gna 11 i ng

Operator
Procedures

ettS-t<:>mer
Bi 11 i ng

Maintenance
&Testing

Financial
Arrangements

Network
Planning

ITT

Parity
Four-Wire Link
to Four-Wire
AT&T Swi tch,
Routi ng Parity
(or Near Parity)
With AT&T LL

Dialing Parity
Wi th IDDD

Parity With Info.
Passed to AT&T
International
Switchi ng
Centers (ISCs)

AT&T Operators
Route to IRCs
On Request,
Unspecified
Ca 11 s Allocated

Parity

Co-operative
Arrangements
Required

No
Specifics

Near
Parity

RCA

Parity
Four-Wire Link
to Four-Wire
AT&T Switch,
Routing Parity
With AT&T
LL Implied

Dialing Parity
With 1000

Parity With Info.
Passed to AT&T
ISCs

No
Speci fics

No
-Specif-i cs

IRC Access
Trunks
Maintained
To Bell Std's.

Bell Charges
To IRCs
At Parity
With AT&T LL

General
Remarks

10

TRT

Parity
Transmission
Parity &
Routing
Parity (or
Near Parity)
With AT&T LL

Dialing Parity
With 1000

No
Speci fics

AT&T Operators
Route to
IRCs On
Request

No
~S~J1ec ifics

No
Specifics

No
Specifics

General
Remarks

WUI

Parity
Four-Wire
Link to Four
Wire AT&T
Switch, Rout
ing Parity
With AT&T LL

Dialing Parity
With 1000

IRC to Recei ve
All Customer
Dialed Info.
In Real-Time

AT&T Opera tors
Route to
IRCs On
Request

Ca 11 i ng
Party 10
in Real-Time

No
Specifics

Bell Charges
To IRCs
At Parity
With AT&T LL

General
Remarks



"full II or Ilparity" intercQnnecti,Qn, ~long the li.ne~ previ,Qu~ly requested by the
IRes (ITT, 1976; RCA" 1976; WUl, 1976L would be i:mplemented. rt wa,s argued tha.t
approya1 of thes.e appl ications wa,s necessary i'f the IRCs were to be competiti ve
with the proposed AT&T overseas Dataphone service.

2.3 AT&T's Petitions to Deny of July-November 1977

On July 27, 1977, AT&T (1977a) filed a Petition to Deny the WUI Section 214
application. In this document AT&T discussed the WUI interconnection proposed.
This discussion was far short of a full technical analysis, but it nevertheless
asserted that the requested interconnection was not feasible. This AT&T position
is outlined below, using the technical and operational areas as developed above.

The General assertion of AT&T was again that the interconnection request,
together with the request to allow "alternate voice/data,1I was 1I ..• tantamount to
a demand that the structure of domestic public switched telephone network be
altered, at great expense and without promise of tangible pUblic benefits, to
permit WUI to offer overseas MTS."

AT&T further asserted that:
'IThe authorization of additional carri~rs in the provision of
MTS will cause existing economies of scale in switching and
transmission facilities and billing arrangements to be sacri
ficed. It would result in inefficiencies and duplication of
facilities and would also impose an unreasonable burden on
foreign administrations. The pUblic interest has been well
served by the Commission's recognition of MTS' natural monopoly
characteristics. Any change in this policy will come at great
expense and without any tangible benefit to the telephone
sttuscrtber-;11- -

With regard to an analysis of WUI's interconnection request, AT&T stated

that:

"WUI's proposal would mandate more far-reaching and costly
network modifications than can reasonably be explored, even on
a broad basis, in a pleading of this nature. Indeed, the
detailed technical study required just to identify all of the
modifications (ftnd other ramifications} associated with WUI's
interconnection demand in the Bell System, is in itself, a
substantial and costly undertaking. Accordingly, AT&T will not
address in this pleading the modifications required to implement
WUI's demands for connection over four-wire facilities through
a four-wire switch, participation in Division of Revenues, or
identical testing and billing arrangements."

This suggests that most of AT&T's specific remarks were in the area of
Numbering Plans, which indeed they were.
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AT&T asserted that to implement dialing parity it would be necessary to
"change the eXi~ting interna,ti onal access code for opera,tor a$sisted call to be
routed via AT&T\s Qverseas faci'lities from 'Q.l' to a three-digit code such as

'001'. "
Further, all dome.sUc telephone companies would be required to:

I' •• ,allocate, for routing via the IRCs' overseas facilities,
a11 of the 18 rema tn; ng codes in the 01 X and OOX seri es, where
'X' is any digit.
"In this way, WUI might be assigned '012' for a direct-dialed
call and '002' for operator assisted calls. A second IRC
might be assigned '013' and '003', etc. Inasmuch as there are
only 18 customer dialable access codes not presently in use,
this technique is only feasible if the total number of IRCs
will never exceed nine. The current switching systems, even
with the modifications hereinafter discussed, cannot accom
modate additional customer access codes."

Because the Ca,rribean and Hawaii are part of the North American Numbering
Plan, and can be dialed without an 1000 prefiX in the domestic MTS network, but
because there are overseas points to the IRCs, it would further be necessary to:

"... allocate for routing of calls originating in the con-
tinental United States via the IRCs' overseas facilities, a
Numbering Plan Area (NPA) code for each IRC serving countries
or territories now within the 809 NPA (most of the islands in
the Caribbean area), and an NPA code for each IRC serving the
State of Hawa i i . II

Further, the North American Numbering Plan

"... is now designed for maximum of 152 NPA codes, and all
but 20 of these are now in use. These 20 codes are expected to
be required for telephone growth witnin about the next 20
years. Since telephone network switching systems would require
major modifications to permit the use of additional codes as
NPA codes, the demands of WUI and the other IRCs would force a
premature advance of these expensive modifications by not only
Bell Companies and domestic independent telephone companies,
but also by many of the 22 foreign administrations within the
NANP."

From a technological sta,ndpoint, AT&T asserted that to implement these
changes "...would require a major development and design effort for modifi
cations to our #1 Electronic Switching System (ESS), #lA ESS, #2 ESS, #2B ESS,
#3 ESS, Traffic Service Position System (TSPS) and #5 Cross Bar Systems."

Expanding on this point, AT&T explained that:
II Interna tiona1 Di,rect Distance Dial i ng (WOO) is currently
provided through #1 ES5, #lA ESS, T5P5, and #5 Cross Bar
Systems. Development of !DOD capability in #2 E55 and #2B E55
is now underway, with feature availability planned for early
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1978. rOOD ca.pability in .#3 ESS is planned for 1980. The
costs. to modify the nine #5 Cross BCif mach.ines already e~ui.p

ped for IODO to New Y'Qrk would be so prohi bittve tha.t AT&T
Would be forced to consider discontinuing !OOD service from
these ma.chines rath~r tha,n make the extensive modifications
require.d. H

rt WCis further alledged that:

"••. installations of the modifications into over 830 #1
ESSs, two #lAs, a.nd 114 TSPSs would require extraordinary
effort. In a.ddition, each of the approximate 8,5000 TSPS
operator positions would require physical modification. More
over, routing logic additions would be required in each of the
domestic toll switching systems that would handle IRC destined
traffic. Such an addition would be required for each country
served by each IRC and for each IRC serving Hawaii and/or the
Ca.ribbean area." (Emphasis in original.).

AT&T suggested an alternative numbering plan for IRC use. In this scheme:

.' ... calls originating in the public switched domestic
telephone network could be dialed as a normal domestic seven
or ten digit call, and would be completed to the IRCs at their
respective gateways. The called address in the foreign net
work would be contained within the data message, together with
information relating to the special treatment desired, such as
store and forward, data speed and/or code change, modulation
type change, or even the insertion of a data regeneration
device. A simplified version of this arrangement might use
customer operated Touch-Tone frequency signals to transmit
message handling instructions to the IRC gateways, including
called party network address and any special instructions.
The initial IRe gateway address on the telephone network can
be dialed with a one button automatic dialer to simplify the
dialing procedure. 1I

This plan requires no changes to the domestic MTS network, and hence no special
arrangements with AT&T. A call is simply placed to the IRC in the normal fashion,
and then further information is conveyed over the built-up connection. Of course,
this is not l'dia.ling parity,1I in the sense that more information must be customer
conveyed to the AT&T and IRC switches, taken together, than would be conveyed
to AT&T alone for an !DOD call. However, an arrangement such as this is
currently used by the domestic OCCs, including MCI and SPC for their "Execunet ll

and "Sprint V" MTS-like dialed access voice services.
In terms of the Point of Interconnection, AT&T offered a four-wire path

from an IRC's switch to (but not throughl the connecting AT&T MTS network
switch. Specifically, AT&T stated that it was:
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" prepa,red to offer 9-.n nterconnection arrangement to
the IRes. that is both cons. stent wtth the poHdes e.st(l.b~

ltshed for domestic common caTriets a,nd would enh(},nce
their a,bil ities to provide spe.cialized data services.
AT&T's proposal is to modify th.e ace facility tariffs,
introduced with the Settlement Agreement in Docket No,
20099, to give the IRes four-wire voi ce grade central
office connecti.ng facil ities between the IRCs' gateways
(},nd the serving central offices of the telephone company.
This interconnection arrangement would provide a signif
icant transmission improvement over the two-wire arrange
ment being used today by the IRCs for interconnection of
their Datel services with the domestic public switched
telephone network, and it would put the IRCs, most of whom
were signatories to the Settlement Agreement in Docket No.
20099, in the same position with respect to intercon
nection with the public switched telephone network as the
other OCCs."

The relatively few remarks which AT&T made with respect to Operator Pro
cedures, Customer Billing and Financial Arrangements will now be reviewed.

In the area of Operator Procedures, it was asserted that:

"... the additional operator work time with this type of
interconnection will necessitate the requirement for a
large number of additional operators in the Bell System
in 1977 alone. The initial training of Bell System
operators in the new procedures necessitated by this type
of interconnection has been estimated at several hundred
thousand labor hours."

With regard to Customer Billing, AT&T alleged that:
"... computer program changes would have to be developed
for over- el1ehuAEh~@d R-eg-iona] Accnunting Offices (RAO).
Some of the computer programs will vary among RAOs to
further complicate this task. Of course, all RAO
personnel would have to be re-trained."

AT&T made no specific remarks on how Financial Arrangements might be imple
mented between itself and the IRCs. Rather, it chose to cast the question as a
public interest issue. According to AT&T:

" ... it is impossible to quantify the total cost to the
public for this type of interconnection with the domestic
public switched telephone network. Aside from the question
of who will bear this cost (i.e., the MTS user? the
overseas MTS user?), AT&T submits that this cost will
increase as time goes on, in terms of lost flexibility in
the nation's telephone network, delay in implementing new
technology, inefficient use of resources, and increased
labor hour requirements. The Commission must recognize
that there wi 11 not only be lone time' costs associ ated
with this type of interconnection with domestic public
switched telephone network, but also significant and
substantial recurring costs that the pUblic must-pay; II
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In the technical and operattonal areas of Signaling, Maintenance and
Testing and Network Planni.ng, AT&T had no comments of substance.

On August 10, 1977, AT&T Cl 977bL fi:led a Petition to Deny the RCA Section
214 applic~tiQn of June 30, 19J7. In this document AT&T advanced no new argu
ments concerning interconnectfO'rl ;iAT&T argued that the RCA and WUI applications
and requests for interconnection were very similar. The earl ier ana lysi s,
contained in the AT&T Petition to Deny WUI as discussed above, was simply cited.

On November 16, 1977, AT&T (l977c} filed a Petiti n to Deny the ITT Section
214 app.lication of October 6, 1977. In this document AT&T did develop some
further analysis of interconnection.

As before, the General argument of AT&T was that the interconnection
request, cQupled with the request for alternate voice/data, was tantamount to a
request to offer overseas MTS. AT&T further asserted that this would not be to
the public good, since the FCC had "historically recognized the public interest
benefits of only one carrier providing MTS to a particular geographic location."

For the first time, AT&T offered an estimate of the cost of meeting some of
the IRCs' parity of interconnection requests. This estimate was:

- a capital investment of approximately
$126 million;

- nonrecurring expenses of approximately
$43 mi 11 i on ;

- recurring expenses of $20 million per year.
According to AT&T, the costs associated with the following item were not
included in this estimate:

point of interconnection arrangements which provide
transmission parity,

customer education, including the revision of "Call
Guides" in telephone directories,

training and equipping Bell System Repair Service
Bureau personnel,

ongoing activities related to IRC rate changes, re
location or addition of IRe gateways, rerouting of IRC
traffic, etc.,

economic penalties associated with the diversion of
Bell System resources from other currently planned
developments,
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cQsts a,ssQci:a,ted with the otherwi se unanttci,pa,ted need

to convert to four-digit NPA codes throughout the North
Arnerica"n Network.

In stressing that the above costs were only rough estimates, AT&T asserted
that:

It ••• the costs and development intervals quoted were
developed in informal studies conducted in various Bell
System companies specifi'ca lly for purposes of responding
to ITT's allegations regarding full interconnection. As
such, these estimates are preliminary and to the extent
noted, incomplete. A detailed multi-company formal study
(involving nearly every department in AT&T, Bell Telephone
Laboratories, the Western Electric Company and each Bell
System Operating Telephone Company} would be required to
confirm the costs estimates shown and to assign economic
values to some of the nontangible penalties associated
with interconnection of the type demanded by the IRC.

"We estimate that a study of this scope, based on a
specific interconnection proposal, would require some 20
man-years of effort at a cost of approximately $1.0 mill ion. II

The specific technical and operational areas addressed by AT&T will now be
considered. In terms of the Point of Interconnection, AT&T stated that:

IIA major IRC interconnection demand, identified as 'trans
mission parity,' requires the connection of IRC gateway
offices to the domestic MTS network over four-wire facilities
through four-wire switches and limits the number of
switched links in the total connection (i.e., from the
IRC gateway office to the toll office serving the subscriber)
to the same number of switched links involved in an
overseas telephone call.

"The provision of transmission parity would require that
direct circuits be established from a great number of
toll centers (i.e., Class '4' offices or higher in the
domestic MTS network hierarchy}, throughout the U.S., to
each IRC gateway. These circuit groups, which would
parallel existing groups, would be inefficient because of
the light traffic loads expected to be routed over them.
The number, size and cost of these additional groups
would depend on the traffic expected by the IRCs, the
geographical distribution of such calls, and the location
of the IRCs' gateway offices. Costs cannot be estimated
without this information.
"Wtthout such new circuit groups, at least one additional
switched link would be required in a toll office to IRC
ga teway connect;on. I' '
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The AT&T ~nalysis of the Numbering Plan 1mplic~tion of ITT's intercon
nection request was a. slight ela.bQrati,on of the remarks made in the Petition to
Den.)' WUI. Numbering plan issues were treated more thoroughly than any other
area in this e~rlier Petition, and were consequently outlined in detail earlier
in this document. Th5s discuss;onwill not be repeated here.

rn this response to ITT, AT&T did develop some new arguments against parity
of interconnection in the area of .Q.E.erator Procedures. To quote again:

"Provi.sion of access parity would necessitate TSPS 2 hard
ware and software modifications and would require addi
tional operators. Significant TSPS development would be
required as follows:

Digit reception routines would have to be modified to
recognize new prefix arrangements, to store carrier
designation digits and to recognize unassigned carrier
destination digits and handle accordingly.

Outpulsing preparation routines would require modifi
cation to handle a new digit format for the first
stage of outpulsing.

Separate rating tables would be required to allow for
variations among the carriers.

AMA Recording would have to accommodate additional
data entry to record carrier designation.

Recent Change and Verification procedures would have
to provide for adding, deleting, changing and verifying
carrier associated rating tables.

Service Observing program changes would be required
to transmit the carrier designation digit along with
the Country Code and National Number.

Hardware and software changes associated with position
displays on TSPS consoles would be required to permit
displaying carrier designation digits."

"Additional toll operators 'NOuld be required to provide
parity for the IRCs. Call handling time would increase
since the operator must determine whether a voice or data
call is desired and, for data calls, determine which
carriers serve the foreign country, quote rates for the
serving carriers, determine which carrier the customer
desires to use and route the call accordingly. Each new
operator would require initial training while all others
would require supplemental training."

2Traffic Service Position System (TsPS). A stored-program-control system based upon
electronic switching technology which provi.des an enhanced function operator's
console. Now in common use, replacing manual switchboards. (Our footnote.)
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AT&T also raised SOme new objecti.ons i.n the Q.,rea of ~l,IstQmer ~tl1i.nSt We
quote these objections here:

"Meth.odology modifications required to provide bill ing
parity for the fRCs would include;

Acceptance of modified message recording formats from
#1 E5S and TSPS, incorporating IRC identification
data in AMA records. '

Acceptance of revised Operator Mark Sense and Optical
Character Reader documents used to provide IRC identi
fication capability in operator prepared call records.

Development of Revenue Accounting Office programs to
properly handle IRC routed call records in rating,
division of revenues, settlements with Independent
Telephone Companies, and billing of tariff charges.

Development of administrative procedures required to
introduce tariff modifications, provide necessary
customer billing inquiry procedures, tracking pro
cedures to assure ongoing validity of separations
methods for costs between Bell System Operating
Telephone Companies, Long Lines and the IRCs, and
development of new billing formats.

"There are in excess of 100 Revenue Accounting Offices
currently involved in.overseas billing activities. Each
of these offices would have to introduce the administrative
and methods changes described above.

Other costs would include:

€emi*f&el" ~~i 1i-u-t-i-~I'l for testing programs and .format
changes, and to trial the evolved total procedure.

Modification of Centralized Message Data System
programs and edit procedures to accommodate IRC
routed call data identification.

Ongoi ng record processing and bi 11 i ng. "

In areas of Signaling, Maintenance and Testing, Financial Arrangements and
Network Planning, AT&T said little in the Petition to Deny. These areas were
also undeveloped in the earlier AT&T Petitions against WUI and RCA.

2.4 IRCs' Oppositions of August 1977 - January 1978

On August 17, 1977, WUI (1977) filed an Opposition to the AT&T (1977a}
Petition to Deny its Section 214 application. In this document WUI did not
modify their earlier interconnect request. WUI asserted that AT&T's claim that
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the interconnection would mean "substanti.a1 and costly modi.ficatton lt was not
established. Further, wur asserted that the burden of proof was on AT&T~ since
only AT&T possessed the relevant technica,l information concerning MTS network
operqtion. WUI characterized tH.~rAT&l offer of a four-wire circuit from the IRC
operating center to (but not through) the connecting AT&T switch as "wholly
inadequate," since, according to WUI, it would simply move the hybrid (two-wire
to four-wire conversion device) from the IRC to the AT&T premises and would
hence "appear techni ca11y indisti ngui shab1 e" from the exi sti ng arrangement.

On September 9, 1977, RCA (1977) filed an Opposition to the AT&T (1977b)
Petition to Deny its Section 214 application. With respect to the technological
issues of interconnection, this document was very similar to the earlier opposi
ti.on filed by WUI (1977). RCA did not modify their earlier interconnect request.
They asserted that the AT&T claims as to the cost of interconnection were
unsupported, that the four-wire path between the IRC operating center and the
AT&T switch was inadequate, and that the numbering plan advanced by AT&T was

. unacceptable.

On January 20, 1978, RCA (1978) filed comments in opposition to the AT&T
(l977c) Petition to Deny the ITT Section 214 application. RCA justified filing
in the ITT case on the grounds that AT&T developed its most complete technical
analysis of interconnection in opposition to ITT, and that AT&T had treated the
interconnection requests of the IRCs in common in its own filings.

In this document RCA took a new approach to the interconnection problem.
Without prejudice to their earlier arguments that AT&T was under obligation to
provide parity of interconnection, RCA proposed a compromise, interim interconnec
tion plan. This plan was presented in a somewhat more philosophical manner,
without explicit reference to all of the technical and operational areas involved.
The basic underpinning for this "higher grade of interconnection" was the
belief, expressed by RCA, that "much of what AT&T is claiming it would have to
provide for our use at great expense to it we may very well be in a position
to do for ourselves."

With respect to the point of Interconnection with the AT&T domestic
network, RCA suggested that

".... (For) calls originating in the U.S" customers
could use WATS lines, local central office lines, foreign
exchange CFX) lines, private tie1ines, or any comsination
thereof, to reach the voi ce/record carri ers' ISCs •

31nternatiQna1 Switchi.ng Center. COur note.1
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Outbound WATS li nes Qr a,ny of the other types Of fa.ci 1ities
discussed above could be used to deliver overseas data
call s fr,om the I:RCS to domestic tel ephQne sUbscribers.
To i'mprove transmission characteri,stlcs and minimi'ze
degra,datton, interconnection where WATS is used should be
to a 4-wire serving WATS office."

Although RCA was silent as to the suggested Numbering Plan, the above
discussion of the point of interconnection implies that customers would dial an
IRC operating center through Bell facilities in the normal fashion, and then
convey further information directly to the IRC switch by other means. This, of
course, would require no modification to the Bell network, and is essentially
the plan suggested by AT&T (1977a) in their Petition to Deny WUI.

In connection with Operator Procedures, RCA expressed the view, consistent
with its general philosophy, that

"•.. we would not envision using AT&T operators in
connection with our proposed service, except to the
extent those operators might be required to advise a
customer of the number to be dialed to access our
facilities. 1I

RCA made no explicit remarks concerning Signaling, Maintenance and Testing,
financial Arrangements, or Network Planning. Implicit in the proposed Point of
Interconnection plan, these technical and operational areas should present fewer
problems than under full parity of interconnection. Presumably, this is consistent
with RCA's philosophy of increased self-reliance.

On January 27, 1978, ITT (1978) filed an Opposition to the AT&T (1977c)
Petition to Deny its Section 214 application. Ip this document ITT advanced
what it characterized as a compromise plan which would II substantially reduce the
cost to AT&T for implementation. 1I

In terms of Point of Inter~onnection the new plan suggested that:

liThe electrical connection between AT&T and ITT
Worldcom can be established using 4-wire trunk-type
interconnections to AT&T's ISCs. Since there are 7 ISC
locations, the interconnection facilities would be min
imized. Thus, the interconnection would consist of 7
groups of circuits, one group per ISC."

With respect to Numbering Pla.ns, ITT advanced the following:

"The customer dialing procedures used to place the
overseas Dataphone-type calls should be such that the same
number of digits be utilized to complete a call when
directed to ITT Worldcom overseas facilities as for a
similar call routed via AT&T's Long Lines Division. The
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exi.sting direct-dii;l,le.d code all can be changed to Q1X
where X' represent~ digi.ts 1-9.. Si.nce there are only 6
internatio~a1 carrters pQtent~ally involved in providing
the service in question here. (AT&T~ ITT Wor1dcom, RCA
Globa.l Comrnunications,TRI Tel ecommuni cat ions, Western
Union International, and French Cable}, a single digit
designator would cover all IRC and AT&T access require
ments. Toe change in the last digit would not disturb the
eXisti.ng r~PA arrangement where the second di git is either
11. or 1.

"It is also noted that two locations fall outside the
continental United states geographic area and, while they
are considered to be International points, they are still
handl ed under North Ameri can Numberi ng Plan (NANP). The
locations in question are:

808 NPA - Hawaii
809 NPA - Caribbean Area.

The existing NPA system is limited inasmuch as the first
and the third digit can have the numerical assignments 2
to 9 and a to 9 respectively, while the second digit is
limited to ~ or 1. Therefore, 154 NPA codes can be de
rived, of which AT&T represents that only 20 remain unused.

"For outbound calls to these areas, a maximum of 10
additional codes would have to be assigned to handle the
two locations for IRC access (2 per IRC). This will still
leave 10 codes available for AT&T IS expansion. 1I

Consistent with the proposal to use the existing 1000 arrangements for
customer dialing, ITT proposed the following with respect to Signaling:

II ••• since the number of digits required for inter
national calls exceeds the local system register capacity,
the local office or TSPS outpu1ses a six digit code to the
toll office as the first stage of outpulsing. The inter
national call routing code (OIX) plus a code identifying
the country would constitute the six digits transmitted.
Since 01 identified the international call and the last 3
digits the country, the toll offices can route a call to
the ISC via the MTS system hierarchy the same way as the
call was handled by AT&T's ISC. At the ISC point the
third digit could be recognized and an additional tandem
1. ink (AT&T - ITT Worldcom) would be switched into the MTS
connection. The ITT Wor1dcom switch would then be con
sidered as an ISC point which would request the rest Of
the digits .11

As relates to Operator Procedures, it was asserted that;

"As far as the operator assisted connections are
concerned (code 01a1 ITT Worl dcom wi 11 agree to the
initial handling of the subscriber's call by an AT&T
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operator, who would then either route the. c~ll throu9h ITT
Worl deQm fa.ci.l i.ttes di,re.ctly Qr reroute the call tQ ~,n HT
W.orldcom operator for a. subscriber whq i.ndi.ea.tes a. prefer
ence to complete his oversea.s interconnection Vi9-, Worldcom
facilities."

To provide for Customer Billing, ITT advanced the following plan;

"To simplify bi 11 i ng and message accounting pro
cedures and to simplify the modifications in the TSPS and
AMA tapes, it is suggested that AT&T would bill the sub
scriber directly for overseas calls as they now do and the
accounting between AT&T and ITT Worldcom would be done on
toll division basis. While the ITT Worldcom switch will
not have the calling subscribers number or geographic
location, it will store other pertinent information such
as the called number, time and day of call, disposition of
call, and length of call which would provide all the
information required for toll-division between AT&T and
ITT Worldcom."

These remarks, of course, also relate to the Financial Arrangements which
ITT proposes to exist between itself and AT&T, At another point, ITT amplifies
on these remarks, and specifically suggests joint through service:

"The 'problems' suggested by AT&T are really not
significantly different from those encountered in any
jointly provided through service, and therefore should be
readily subject to negotiation among the carriers invol
ved based on principles and practices established in
prior arrangements among such carriers for such joint
through service. II

In the area of Maintenance and Testing, it was asserted that:

"Trouble encountered on international calls routed
via ITT Worldcom could be reported to a Bell System
repair service bureau. However, as in the past for other
services, ITT Worldcom would instruct those subscribers
using its services to call ITT Worldcom directly if
troubles are encountered. Therefore, in most cases it
would be ITT Worldcom that would arrange for circuit
testing, trouble sectionalization, and maintaining an
appropriate contact with the customer. Since the choice
of IRC is made by the customer, he or she would know
which IRC was used for the international call and the
Be.ll System repair service bureau should direct the
customer to call the appropriate IRC directly."

ITT had nothing specific to say about Network Planni ng, except as it

relates to the ge.neral remarks about joint through service.
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2.5 AT&T'$ R~ply of Februar1 1978

On February 23, 1978, AT&T (19781 repli~d to the opposition of ITT {19781
and to the rela,ted comments fi1eq b,y RCA (19781. In genera,l ,AT&T contended that
neither ITT nor RCA had re.futedthe analysis of interconn~ction contained in the
earlier AT&T (J977cl Petition to Deny ITT, AT&T further asserted that ITT~s new
interconnection proposal "... compromised very little," while the RCA proposal
was II ••• a significa,nt compromise from its ea,rlier interconnection demand."

We will now consider AT&T's specific remarks by technical and operational
area, starting with RCA.

With respect to the Point of Interconnection, AT&T said the following concern
ing the RCA proposal:

II RCA proposes to use WATS, 1oca1 centra1 offi ce
lines, FX lines, private tie-lines, or any combination
thereof, between their ISC and domestic telephone sub
scribers. Such an arrangement could minimize the number
of Ilinks' in the connection between the customer and the
ISC.

I'RCA also proposes that interconnection, where WATS
is used should be to a four-wire serving WATS office.
This plan implies that the WATS connecting facility would
also be four-wire. The goal apparently is to minimize
overall transmission loss, as well as the implied degra
dation resulting from conversation from four-wire to two
wire and back to four-wire.

"WATS is now provided from two-wire serving offices.
AT&T does not have a- f-ottr-wiTe WAfS offering under lts
service tariff.

"0nly two4types of Bell System switching systems (#1
ESS HILO EPSCS and four-wire #5 Crossbar) are capable of
applying to four-wire terminations the required ringing,
screening and other functions normally performed for two
wire line type terminations. Preliminary investigation
indicates that these systems could terminate four-wire
WATS. Additional development would be required in non
EPSCS #1 ESS HILO systems to ensure proper operation of
the ringing, continuity test, answer supervision, etc.,
functions with terminating four-wire Inward WATS,
Development and initial application of this feature for
non EPSCS #1 ES5 HILO offices would take at least two
years.

4A #1 E55 switching system equipped with the HI-LO network and the Enhanced
Private Switched Communications Service feature package.
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!'Be,ca,us,e. #1 ESS HJLO or fOur-wire #5 Crossb,ar
sw5tchi,ng systems rn.a,,y not be aya,na.ble where fO,ur-wtre
WATS ca,pabili t,y is required, it ma,y be necessarrto modify
existing two-wire switcnJng systems to provide four-wire
WATS terminations. Addi:ng Ute four-wire HIlO network
wHfiQut tne, EPSCS fea.ture to an existing two-wire #1 ES$
office would cost approximately $400,000 per offi.ce. The
cost to add a small capacHy four-wire switching capa-
bi,l i ty to an existing two-wire #5 Crossbar office would
be somewhat 1ess per office than for #1 ESS. II

As regards Numbering Plans, AT&T observed that:

lilt would not be necessary to change dialing pro
cedures for domestic telephone subscribers under the RCA
proposal. Customers could access the desired IRC's over
seas facilities by using the standard dialing formats
established for WATS, etc., rather than having to dial a
new '01X' or 'OOX' perftx."

This, of course, also has implications with respect to Signaling:

I'The RCA proposal would essentially eliminate the
need for switching5system modifications described in our
earlier Appendix A. These modifications would not be
necessary because customer dialed 'OlX' or 'OOX' prefixes
and network routing codes for each IRC would not be
necessary. "

In the area of Operator Procedures, AT&T responded as follows:

IIRCA indicates that AT&T operators would not be used
except to inform customers of the number to be dialed to
access the desired IRC's overseas facilities. This state
ment implies that the customer would request the telephone
number for a specific IRC. The directory assistance
operator would then provide only the requested number and
would not need to query the customer to determine the
desired international carrier."

"We assume that under this plan all operator assisted
C01+') and operator handled ('0- 1

) calls would be routed
via AT&T facilities. This would eliminate the need for
toll operators to determine whether a voice or data call
is desired and, for da,ta calls, determine which carriers
serve the foreign country, quote ra,tes for the serving
carriers, determine which carrier the customer desires to
use and to route the call a,ccordingly. Therefore, addi.
tiQnal toll opera,tors and the associated training would
nQt be, requtred.1\

5Appendix A of the AT&T (1977c) Petition to Deny, which contai.ned details of AT&T's
technical and operational analysis of interconnection. (Our. note.)
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"TSPS hardware and softw.are modi.fications out1 ined in
our earHer Appendix A would not be required under this
proPQsa1 since there waul d be no change. i.n dialing or
routtng procedures. 1I

Related to the issue of Billing, AT&T stated that:

I'lt is not clear from RCA's discussion what type of
bi 11 i ng arrangement ;s intended si nce we have no detai 1s
regarding its current billing procedures for intercon
nected telex calls with Western Union."

In the area of Mai ntenance and Te.sti ng it was asserted that:

"Although RCA proposes to handle problems encountered
on international calls directly with its customers without
the need for AT&T intervention, it is unlikely that the
responsibility for resolving such problems could be totally
removed from AT&T. Assuming that the IRCs' efforts to
have their customers report all troubles directly to them
were effective, there would still remain an incremental
cost to AT&T associated with new testing and maintenace
procedures. "

RCA made no mention of the nature of the desired Financial Arrangements
with AT&T, and AT&T made no further comment on the subject either. Likewise,
neither carrier raised Network Planning issues.

We now turn to the remarks which AT&T made with respect to the ITT
proposal.

With respect to the Point of Interconnection, AT&T asserted that:
"ITT's modified interconnection demand, based on its

willingness to accept one link more than an overseas MTS
call would otherwise traverse, is for interconnection of
ITT's international switch with each of the seven AT&T
International Switching Centers USCs). While this arrange
ment is obviously less costly than the "full transmission
parity" arrangement, it is not free from problems. lt
would result in inefficient traffic routing due to consid
erable backhau1. For example, an MTS call originated in
the continental U.S. and destined for the Far East would
be rQuted to an AT&T ISC on the West Coast. If an ITT
customer initiated the call, it would be routed from
AT&T's ISC to the ITT switch in New York, then back across
the country and on to the Far East. If the number of ITT
gateway switch~s increases, the number of long haul,
ineffi Ci ent, dedicated trunk groups requi red between
AT&T's. ISCs and the gateway switches would increase."

The Numbering Plan proposed by ITT (1978) (i.e., the use of a OIX preface
simi.lar to the. existing 1000 numbering scheme) in the Opposition was essentially
the same as th.at originally proposed by ITT (1976) in their Petition for Inter

connection. AT&T (l977c) had dealt wtth tnt's- suggesti'on at some. length in its
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earlier Petition to Deny and a.1though AT&T (J978) repeated some of these argu
ments in this, Reply, we will not repeat them here.

With respect to calls frQm the U.S. to Hawaii and the Caribbean, AT&T
stated that:

"ITT's modified interconnection plan would still
require, for outgoing calls from the continental U.S., the
assignment of one NPA code for each of the four IRCs
presently serving the Caribbean area ('809' NPA) and one
NPA code for each of the three IRCs present1~ serving
Hawaii--an initial total of seven NPA codes.

"As outl ined in Our earl ier Appendix A, there are only
20 remaining unassigned NPA codes, all of which will be
required for anticipated telephone growth within about the
next 25 years. While NPA code requirements under the ITT
Worldcom modified interconnection proposal (assuming ITT's
use of 'designators') would not force immediate modifica
tion of all common control switching offices within the
NANP to interchangeable NPA codes, this conversion would
be advanced by approximately eight years from the date
presently planned. There would be a major cost penalty
assocated with such an advance, although the penalty would
be less than that associated with making this conversion
immediately. Moreover, implementation of such an arrange
ment would be in contravention of the worldwide accepted
principle of 'destination code routing,' which prescribes
that each station in,a network, indeed in the world, be
identified by a single and unique address."

With respect to Signaling, AT&T advanced the following:

"As recogni zed by ITT Wor1 dcom, changes in 1oca1
switching systems would be required to permit acceptance

--of~ ~tomer -d-ia-1-ed '-ei-~ I l3~ef-i*esa-fld to- -t~a+lsnl'i-t

the appropriate IRC routing code forward. The cost for
these switching system modifications would be slightly
decreased under the new ITT interconnection proposal
because 'OOX' codes are not required, but the additional
operator services expense would likely erase any
switching systems savings."

"ITT correctly points out that the local office or
TSPS outpulses a six digit code to the toll switching
offices at the first stage of outpu1sing. The six digit
code is comprised of a three di,git network routi_ng code
and a three digit code identifying the called country.

6ThiS , of course, does not consider the possibility that additional carriers
may be authorized to provide service to these offshOre points.
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In ITTls view, the first two digits (all could signal an
international call and the last three digits would still
designate the called country. Toll offices could then
supposedly route a call to the ISC via the MTS hierarchy
the same way as for an AT&T handled call. Thus, accord
ing to ITT, only the ~~yeJ1AT&T rscs woul d have to be
modified so as to route the call at that point, based on
the third (X) digit, on a direct trunk group to the
i,nternationa1 carri er des igna ted by the customer. ITT's
modified interconnection plan and alleged cost savings
apparently are based on the incorrect assumption that
toll switching systems in the domestic network could
route calls to the proper AT&T rsc essentially on the
basis of five digits (01 plus the country code) without
changing the eXisting translations.

"Routing as suggested by ITT would still require
six digit translation. All toll switching offices in
the domestic network would require the same trans
lations as assumed in Appendix A in order to route
international calls to the proper AT&T ISC for a given
country code regardless of the carrier designated. The
cost and extent of work required to accomplish routing
on this basis would, therefore, be the same as set out
in AT&T Appendix A."

With respect to Operator Procedures, AT&T responded to ITT as follows:

"ITT proposes a sl i ght change from the 'full cus
tomer dialing parityl requirements. ITT continues to
demand that prefixes in the 'OlX' series be used to
identify the international carrier for customer dialed
calls. ITT indicates, however, that it would not be
necessary to use a three digit code, such as 'DOl,' to
identify the international carrier on customer dialed
operator assisted calls. Rather, ITT suggests that a
'reasonable compromise' would be for all subscribers to
use the 1010' code for operator assisted calls and have
all calls, including MTS calls presently dialed on a
'01+ 1 basis, processed, at least initially, by an AT&T
operator.

"From the ITT proposal, it is unclear whether 1010'
is intended to be a stand alone code to signal the
operator (similar to 10-') or a prefix dialed by the
customer, in addition to the country code and national
number, that would signal the operator that some
assistance is needed. If the former, ITT is suggesting
doing away with all overseas customer dialed operator
assisted ca11s--a gi(int step backward and (in expensive
degradation of a,n established service. It would be the
death knell of the '01+' overseas call. If the latter,·
ITT would significantly increase the call handling time
of AT&T opera tors for all! 01 0+' calls, inasmuch as the
operator would then have to determine whether a voice or
data call was desired, the overseas carrier to be used,
etc.



"ITT's 'compromi~e' would, we believe, result in a
hi.gher cost than implementation of the full custo.mer
di.a Hng parity approac.h outlined tn Appendi x A. First,
si.nce all local switching offtces with TODD capability
and virtually every toll switching office in the country
wou1 d have to be modified to accommodate. the I OlX I
customer dialing parity demand, there would be rela
tively little additional cost to, at the same time,
modify these offices to recognize and route a 'OOXI
customer dialed prefix. Second, implementation of the
'compromise' would place a greater burden on AT&T
operators and would result in a degradation in the level
of service presently provided to the MTS customer due to
th~ longer time interval reqUired for an operator to
process a call manually.

"The proposed elimination of 'oox' codes would
result in minor reductions in TSPS program modifications
previously cited in Appendix A. However, additional
modifications would be required to permit the TSPS
operator to add the appropriate carrier designation on
operator assi sted calls (' OlO+CC+NN), if that is the
dialing procedure intended by ITT. In addition, routing
procedures and associated toll switching system trans
lations would be required to allow the AT&T operator to
route a call either di rect1y to the IRC switch for
completion or to an IRC operator for assistance. 1I

In the area of Customer Billing, AT&T replied that:
liThe bi 11 i ng procedures out1 i ned by ITT are essen

tially those assumed for preparation of AT&T's Appendix A.
No attempt has been made to quantify costs associated
with toll division procedures which would include the
IRCs since a specific proposal has Qat been presented
and there would be a need to involve foreign adminis
trations and independent telephone companies in such
efforts. II

With respect to Maintenance and Testing, AT&T responded as follows:

"ITT Wor1dcom proposes that customers report
trouble encountered on international calls directly to
the carrier selected for that call. The selected
international carrier would then arrange for circuit
testing and trouble sectiona1ization, and would maintain
contact with the customer. This implies that the IRCs
would aSsume responsibility for educating their customers
regarding proper trouble reporting procedures. Assuming
that their e.fforts WQu1d be effective, there WQuld still
remain an incremental cost to AT&T associated with new
testing and maintenance procedures."
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Since the customers who would report such troubles
are also customers of the loca.lly franchised telephone
companie.s, it seems unlike.ly that the responsibility for
handli:ng trouble reports related to IRC facilities could
be totally removed from AT&T. fI .

As relates to Financial Arrangements, it is curious that AT&T did not
respond to ITTls suggestion for joint through service between AT&T and the
IRCs.

ITT had said nothing really specific about Network Planning. AT&T was
silent on this issue also.

Table 2 provides a composite vi,ew of AT&T's and the IRC's current pos
itions with respect to the issue of interconnection. This table was compiled
by working backwards from the last clear position statement in the pUblic
record by each of the carriers in each of the technical and operational areas.
This table is, by necessity, a simplification, and should be taken in the
context of the above discussion.

2.6 FCC Orders of February 1980

On February 11, 1980, the FCC (1980a) released an Opinion, Order and
Authorization with respect to the AT&T Section 214 application to provide
overseas Dataphone service. The AT&T application was granted, conditioned \I

on AT&T first making available to any and all international record carriers for
their international services interconnection with AT&Ts domestic network
equivalent to the interconnectinn afforded domestic OCC's including any inter
connection required for the IRCs to obtain foreign exchange (FX) service. 1I

Further, jurisdiction was retained II ••• over any and all aspects of this
authorization to further condition this authorization on the availability to the
IRCs of additional, or different, kinds of interconnection as may be deemed to
be required in furtherance of the present or future public interest. 1I The
availability of this report was mentioned as one reason for retaining jurisdiction.

In a companion Opinion, Order and Authorization released on February 14,
1980, the FCC (1980b) acted upon the Section 214 application of the IRCs to
provide enhanced Datel or I'Dataphone-like" service. The requests of the IRCs
were granted in part. The previous voice limitation was removed, allowing voice
to be used over Datel circuits on a permissive basis. Twenty-one major cities
in the United States, all different from the five current gateway cities, were
defined as "operating areas". Within these areas the IRCs were given permission
to offer their customers free direct access, meaning that charges for the
domestic portion of the Datel circuit (between the IRC customer and the IRC
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Table 2. Summary of AT&T's a,nd the IRCs' Current Positions
with Respect to Interconnection

General

Point of
Inter
Connection

Numbering
Plan

Signaling

Operator
Procedures

Customer
Billing

ITT
POSITION

Close to Parity

Four-wire link to AT&T
ISC. Implies one more
trunk to IRC than to
AT&T LL.

Dialing parity with 1000
for customer-direct-dialed
calls without operator
assistance (i.e. 'OlX
Plan').

Continental U.S. to 808
and 809 NPA cails require
two new NPA's to be
assigned per IRC.

Routing can be accom
plished an 9lX preface,
using existing 1000
mechanisms.

Initial handling of
operator-assisted calls
by AT&T.

AT&T bills customer.
ITT compensated on a
toll-division basis.

30

AT&T
POSITION

Strongly opposed

Can be implemented,
but would result in
considerable, inefficient
backhauling of traffic.

Would require major
development and design
efforts to change #lESS,
#lAESS, #2ESS, #2BESS,
#3ESS, TSPS, and #5XBAR.

Would advance conversion
of NANP to interchangeable
codes by approximately
8 years"

All toll switches in domestic
network would acquire trans
lation changes, at great
expense.

Unclear on details of ITT
proposal. Generally opposed.
Cites costs and difficulties
under various interpretations
of ITT's requests.

Costs associated with toll
division not quantified.



Maintenance
And Testing

T9,ble 2.

ITT
PQSITION

Asserts that customer
will know to contact
IRC, so that Bell
involvement will be
minimal.

(Cont Id.l

AT&T
POSITION

Asserts that AT&T will
still be heavily involved.

Financial Joint through service.
Arrangements

Curiously silent. Presumably
strongly opposed.

Network
Planning

Near parity.
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General

Point of
Inter
connection

Numbering
Plan

Signaling

Operator
Procedure

Customer
Bill ing

Maintenance
And Testing

Financial
Arrangements

Network
Planning

*RCA
POSrTlQN

Significant compromise
from parity.

Combination of WATS, Local
CO, FX and private tielines.
WATS connection on four
wire basis at serving
office.

Customer dials IRC switch
through MTS network in
normal fashion. Other
information conveyed by
other means (e.g., further
touch-tone digits).

No special requirements.
Uses domestic MTS network
in normal manner.

AT&T operators used only
for normal directory
assistance.

Suggests arrangement
similar to that used
with Western Union for
interconnected TELEX calls.

No specifics on customer
interactions. IRC access
circuits maintained to
Bell standards.

Bell charges to IRe! s
at pari ty wi th AT&T LL.

No clear position.

AT&T
POSITION

Generally favorable,
with some reservations.

Suggested facilities
currently available under
tariff, except four-wire
serving WATS office, which
would require development,
even at EPSCS #lESS HI-LO switches.

No objection. Other carriers
(e.g., domestic OCCs) already
use network in this way. No
changes required by AT&T.

No objection.

No objection.

No comment. Not familiar
with arrangements between
RCA and Western Union.

Asserts that AT&T will be
involved with IRC customers.
IRC access circuits would be
maintained, since they are
already a tariffed offering.

No specifics.

No clear position.

*The compromise put forth by RCA was indicated to an interim solution. RCA
continued to require •parity' as a long-term solution.
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General

Point of
Inter
connection

Numbering
Plan

Signaling

Operator
Procedures

Customer
Billing

Ma i ntenance
and Testi ng

Financial
Arrangements

Network
Planning

WUI
POSnION

parity.

Four-wire link to
four-wire AT&T switch
Routi ng parity wi th
AT&T LL.

Dialing parity with
IDD.

IRC to receive all
customer-dialed infor
mation in real time.

AT&T operators route to
IRCs on request.

Calling party 10 in
real-time.

No specifics

Bell charges to IRCs
at parity with AT&T LL.

No clear position.
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AT&T
POSlTION

Strongly opposed.

Opposed. A large number of
inefficient trunk groups
would be required for routing
pari ty.

Would require major development
and design efforts to change
#lESS, #lAESS, #2E5S, #2BESS,
#3ESS, TSPS and #5XBAR. Solution
of 808 and 809 NPA problem would
advance conversion to interchange
able codes by approximately 8 years.

No clear statement.

Opposed. Additional operators
and operator training would be
required.

No clear statement.

No specifics.

No clear position.



switch) can be included in the LRCs overall charge" rather than being bi,l1ed
separately to the IRC customer by the domesti,c carrier.

Specific to the interconnection issue, the Commission characterized the
IRCs request for parity as going "... far beyond what we envisioned or intended
in Docket 19558. Such request cannot be supported by bootstrapping the limited
public interest findings made on the record of that proceeding which addressed
itself only to the expanded offering of enhanced dataphone-type service there
considered, such as Datel." The Commission did recognize however, that the
expansion of Datel to the newly created operating areas 'I ... may be implemented

by interconnectiQn with AT&Ts domestic network equivalent to the interconnection
afforded domestic OCCs including any interconnection necessary to obtain foreign
exchange (FX) service, as well as in any other manner consistent with our Gateway
order, also being acted upon this day (FCC 79-841)", Finally, the Commission
retained jurisdiction over this matter pending (J) the outcome of the MTS-WATS
Market Structure Inqtliry, (2) actions pursuant to the Gateway order and (3) the
results of this study.

In these Orders, the Commission appeared to be giving the IRCs additional
interconnection capability and flexibility. However, the IRCs already had been
authorized by the Commission to have their customers use the MTS network, at the
IRCs expense, throughout the United States without limitation. An excerpt from
a typical Datel tariff states:

IISubscribers in the Message Telephone Service of the American Tele
phone and Telegraph Company in the continental United States may obtain
Datel Service in the following manner:

a} An outbound Datel Service call may be made by placing a domestic
telephone service call, at the Company's expense, to the Company's
terminal in New York, NY.

b) An inbound Datel Service call to telephone subscribers in the
continental United States will be completed by a telephone service
call from the Company's terminal in New York, NY or San Francisco,
CA to the ca 11 ed party at the company I s expense. I'

The IRes have implemented this authority by means of accepting collect calls
and the use of INWATS, Thus, in requi,ring AT&T to offer the IRCs FX service and'
~,nterconnection equal to domestic accs at twenty-one ne,w operating areas, the

Commission appeared to be giving the IRCs less than that which they already had.
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3. ENFIA II AND ITS RELEVANCE

Ce.rta, in domestic Other Common CCirri ers (OCCs1 ~ such as r~CI Tel ecommuni ca
tions Corporation (Mel) Cind Southern Pacific Communications Corporation (SPC)
offer services Cca,lled "Execunet,ia..rid'ISprint V", respectively) which are in some

sense competitive with the switched voiceband message telephone services (MTS)
offered by Bell and the Independents. Other accs, including International Tele
phone and Telegra,ph OTT) and Western Union (WU) are just entering this market.

In these services, the accs provide the interexchange or long-haul facilities
and use Bell or Independent facilities for local distribution at each end. In
the current arrangement an acc customer dials a local telephone number using the
Bell/Independent network and thus accesses the acc switch. This switch in effect
answers the call and provides a second dial tone. The customer then conveys
further information, including his own identification and the number he wishes to
reach, using Touch-Tone signaling. The call is then placed over the acc facilities
to the acc switch in the dista,nt city. At this point the call re-enters the
Bell/Independent network, the called number is passed to the local telephone
company switch and the corresponding telephone is rung.

In this arrangement the acc switches are connected to the line side of
local (class 5) offices. From the standpoint of network interconnection, the
accs are thus treated like any other local telephone customer. Initially, the
accs were also charged business line rates. The original ENFIA (Exchange Network
Facilities for Interstate Access) meetings, held under FCC auspices, were con
cerned with changes to-thi-sta-ri-ff. Tn -EJe-c-emb-er t978 an i-ntertlTr;;-e~ttenrent

was reached which modified the way in which the accs would compensate Bell
and the Independents for network utilization. The technical arrangements for
interconnection were not changed.

The ENFIA II meetings, whi ch commenced in actober 1979, were i niti ated by
acc requests for an enhanced means of interconnection between their networks
and the Bell/Independent network. For anyone who has read the previous
section of this report, the issues raised in these meetings would seem familiar.
The accs were also interested in a "parity" of interconnection. More specific
issues, such as point of interconnection, numbering plan, and customer billing,
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were discussed at length. Five such meetings were held? The problem was defined,
AT&T sugge.sted variQus possible solutions in some detail, tartffs were proposed,
there wa..s negoti.ation concerning, these tari.ffs, but no agreement was reached. It
is possible that these m.eetings may continue, but no such plan exist as of this
writing.

These discussions between AT&T and theOCCs were the type of meetings which
the IRCs have repeatedly requested, but never succeeded in obtaining8. AT&T had
previously asserted that a full study of the IRC interconnection problem would
cost one million dollar59• Although AT&T obviously spent a considerable sum on
the studies in support of ENFIA II, we have no basis upon which to assess the
actual cost. In any case, much of the material developed for ENFIA II is relevant
to the IRCs' problem, and is really the only such material available.

It should be noted, of course, that while there are significant similari
ties, there are also differences between the IRCs' and OCCs' problems. At the
most macroscopic level of description, the OCCs use the Bell/Independent intraexchange
network at both ends of their interexchange network; while the IRCs use the
Bell/Independent intraexchange and interexchange network at one end of their
international network, with the other end supplied by their foreign correspondent.
Even so, the complexity of the OCCs I and IRCs' interconnection wi th the Bell/
Independent network is similar. Both must receive calls and signaling information
from the Bell/Independent network; both must send calls and signaling information
to this network.

Rather than continue to explore differences and similarities in a general
way, we turn now to specific technical and operational areas.

lThe five meetings were held on October 2, 1979; October 31-November 1, 1979;
November 13-14, 1979; January 15-16, 1980, and January 29, 1980. For an account
of these meetings, see Telecommunications Reports, Vol. 45, No. 40, pp. 7-9; Vol. 45,
No.44, pp. 10-11; Vol. 45, No. 46, pp.7-8; Vol. 46, No, 3, pp. 13-14, and Vol.46,
No.5, pp. 8-9. AT&T also distributed considerable documentation. This is in the
public record, but may be more di.fficult to obtain.

8Most recently, see tb.e September 25, 19.79 letter from Robert E. Conn, Executive
Vice President, WUr. to Pbiltp L. Verveer, Cbi.ef, Common Carrier Bureau, FCC. Such
requests have also been cQnta,;:ned in previ'ous IRC filings with the FCC. See, for
example, WUI (l9]7}, pp. 8-9.

9AT&T (1977cl, page 25, second footnote.
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3.1 point of Interconnection
In ENPlA U, two plii,ns were discussed which Qre relevant to the fR.C poi.nt of

interconnection i.s.s.ue. The ftrst, applicable only to local .#1 ESS and#lA ESS
machi.nes, is called "Trunk with LtneTreatme.nt" , In this arrangement the software
of the ES5 machine is modified in order to gi.ve line features to a trunk, In
particular, it is m.odified so that bill ing information is accumulated in the
normal fashion, for a ca.ll placed through this facility into the Bell/Independent
network. When the called telephone goes off-hook, answer supervision is returned,
as it would be in th€ case of a trunk, to notify the OCC or IRC switch that the
called party has answered.

This arrangement, as suggested in ENFIA II for OCC use, is similar to a
tariffed offering which is already available to and used by the IRCs. It is
implemented on one modified ESS Class 5 machine in New York City, and is arranged
with a four-wire path from the IRC to (but not through) the Bell switch.

The second terminating plan, suggested by AT&T for possible OCC use, is
called "Four Wire Trunk Connection To Toll Switch", The name is descriptive. A
four-wire transmission facility would be provided from the OCC switch to the Bell
toll switch, which might be a class 2, 3, or 4 machine. If the Bell switch were
itself four-wire lO , then the entire path, from the OCC switch, through the connect
ing toll office and hence into the Bell/Independent network, would be four-wire
also. Since this is a trunk connection, answer supervision would be prOVided.

In the IRC context, this arrangement could be used to receive calls from the
Bell/Independent network to the IRC switch. In the opposite direction, however,
there would be a billing problem.

In the Bell/Independent network, billing information is accumulated in
conjunction with local switching, and there is no means to obtain this information
for calls which enter the network at toll machines. Other than obtaining the
information from the IRC itself, the Bell/Independent network would require
modification to obtain the billing information for an inbound international call
which is placed from the IRC switch, through the Bell toll machine, into the
nati.ona,l Bell/Independent network to a terminating telephone. This function
could be provided, but it might be difficult if calls were billed according to
normal tariffs, which take into account the distance and intrastate/interstate
nature of th€ call.

lONot all such switches are four wire. See Section 4 of this report,
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Th.is billing problem has. nQ analog i,n the acc context, si,nce c~lls would

only be placed into the B.e,l1/lndependent netwqrk for intraexch~nge, completion,
and payment to Bell and the !ndepende,nt~ could be handled by a modifie,d ENFIA

tariff.

3.2 Numbering Plans and Signaling
Numbering plans are concerned with the methods in which a customer may

convey information to the Belllrndependent and other carrier networks. Signaling
is concerned with the w~ys in which this information, and other information which
may be generated internally, will be passed through these networks to influence
the routing and billing of the call. In Section 2 of this report it was convenient
to consider these issues separately. Here, within the context of specific pro
posals, it is more convenient to combine these subjects.

Three different numbering plans were suggested for study in ENFIA II. All
of these plans require that the acc (or IRC) switch connect to a Bell/lndependent
toll switch. For this reason, none of these numbering plans will work in conjunc

tion with the "Trunk with Line Treatment" point of interconnection plan discussed
above, since this scheme involves acc (or IRC) interconnection to a local switch.
Therefore, to use any of these proposed numbering plans, either the "Trunk with
Line Treatment" scheme must be further modified, or the Four Wire Connection
to Toll Switch" scheme, as previously discussed, must be employed.

In the discussion above, recall that the "Four Wire Connection to Toll
Switch" plan would require further modification of the billing means in order
for an IRC to originate calls into the Bell/Independent network. Thus, as pre
sentecf fnDfF1~ II, arrd a-ssuming no furthe~ me-d'i-#ea-t4ons , the Trunk with Line
Treatment" point of interconnection plan would be better suited for placing
calls from an IRC switch into the Bell/Independent network; the "Four Wire
Connection to Toll Swi tch" poi nt of i nterconnecti on pl an, better suited for
calls from the Bell/Independent network to the IRC switch.

We now discuss the three numbering plans, one at a time, along with
their corresponding signaling and routing implications.
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3.2.1 Dedicated Office Code Pl~n

In thi$ plan there would be one NNX? within a given NPA~ which all customers
would dial to reach the aces. Thus a, customer would di,a1, in the usual manner:

NNX X1X2X3){4

where
NNX would be the cammon access code assigned to all

aCCs within the NPA,
would be the two-digit identifier assigned to ~

particular OCC, '
would be free for an acc to assign as desired.

In the operation of the toll hierarchy, the terminating acc switch would
receive at least the X3X4 digits. Since X3X4 would not be enough information to
both identify the calling customer and the number he wished to call, the acc
would have to return a second dial tone and receive further information from the
calling customer over the built-up connection, using some means such as Touch
Tone signaling. These same remarks would apply to an IRC.

This plan assumes that the calling customer and the acc switch are located
in the same NPA. As we have seen, this is a reasonable assumption for an acc,
but not for an IRC.

Assuming that an IRC switch were located in New York City (NPA = 212), then
this plan would work for calling customers within this area. To obtain service
from other NPAs, it would be necessary for the customer-dialed

NNX X1X2X3X4
to betl"allSla-te-d to-

(where N'N'X' might not be the same ~s NNX), before the call -was routed beyond
the NPA of origin.

Most Bell/Independent switching systems should be able to perform this
function ll , but, again, this was not discussed in ENFIA II,

The code space of X1X2 (i.e., 100 possible identifiers} should be adequate
to accommodate both the aCCs and IRCs.

llSee AT&T (1975), Section 4, Tables 2 and 3.
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In conjunction with the Dedicated Offi:ce Code plan, a variation, called
"Dedicated Offi.ce Code with ANI" was a.lso studied. ANI stands for "Automa.tic
Number Identificati.on. '! It refers to an arrangement, provi.ded i:n conjunction
with a local switching machine, for identifying a calling station and forwarding
this information along with the. call to a connecti.ng toll machine. It is usually'
used in conjunction with Automatic Message Accounting (i.e., billing},

If the calling party identification were forwarded to an acc in real-time,
then fewer digits would have to be dialed by the calling customer. Further, the
OCC would be afforded a greater measure of security, since it would know which
station was calling. An IRC would be interested in these same benefits.

To implement this scheme in the acc context the local switch, to which the
calling customer is connected, must be connected to the toll switch by a CAMA".
type trunk group (Centralized Automatic Message Accounting). The calling party
identification, and the call itself, is then placed over a trunk in this group.
This arrangement requires that the acc switch be connected directly to the toll
machine, and that the toll machine be modified to pass the CAMA information
through to the OCC.

This arrangement is feasible for an acc. But for an IRC the CAMA information
would generally have to pass through the nationwide Bell/Independent network, in
order to reach the IRC switch in one location (e.g., New York City)', or, at most,
perhaps in a few locations (e.g., New York City and San Francisco). This might
be accomplished by forwarding the information, from the CAMA-equipped toll switch,
through the built-up connection, to the IRC switch. Further, the originating NPA
would have to be added to the information transfered. Again, this was not discussed
in ENFIA II, and it is not clear exactly how this function would best be performed.

3.2.2 Dedicated NPA Plan
In this scheme there would be one NPA (,Numbering Plan Area - i.e., Area

Code), within the North American Numbering Plan, which all customers would dial
to reach the accs. Then a customer would dial, in the usual manner:

NPA NNXn X1X2X3X4
where

NPA would be the common area code assigned to all OCCs
within the North American Numbering Plan,

NN would be the two-digit identifier assigned to a
particular oce,

XOX1X2X3X4 would be free for an aCC to assign as desired.
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In the normal operation of the toll hierarchy it would be possible for the
acc switch to receive the XOX1X2X3X4 digits, which would reduce the number of
digits the calling customer .would have to dial after reaching the acc. Since
these five digits, in themselves, would not be adequate to specify a station in
the NOrth American Numbering Plan, the OCC switch would still have to return a
second dial tone, and receive further information from the calling customer as
discussed above.

This plan would work in the IRC context, since it is capable of routing a
callout of the NPA of origin. The code space of NN (i.e., 8 x 8 = 64 combinations)
should be adequate for aCC and IRC use. If not, however, then it would be possible
to designate:

NNXO as the three-digit identifier assigned to a
particular acc or IRC,

X1X2X3X4 as free for the acc or IRC to assign as desired.

This arrangement may be preferable or even necessary, since it would permit
full six-digit routing (i .e., NPA NNX O) for calls through the national Bell/Inde
pendent network to the IRC switch.

Since an IRC might receive either four (X1X2X3X4) or five (XOX1X2X3X4)

digits, it would be possible for the IRC switch to perform a translation from
this code into a pre-registered foreign station number, and hence complete the
call with no second dial tone or further digits received from the calling customer.
This assumes, of course, that the IRC decided that this scheme afforded adequate
security against unauthorized use.

In effect, both the called and calling stations· identifications, together
with invalid codes to provide for security, would have to be implicit within the
four or five digits. This concept, called pre-subscription, would require a
prior arrangement between an IRC and its customers as to the foreign stations
which could be reached. Further, the product of the number of IRC customers and
the number of stations reachable would probably be limited to about 103 or 104,
allowing for invalid codes. This is, of course, a fundamentally different definition
of the IRC's business from one in which any Bell/Independent customer might reach
any foreign telephone station.

A "Dedicated NPA with ANI II plan was also discussed in ENFIA II. In the IRC
context, this plan would present the same difficulties as discussed in Section
3.2.1 above.
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3.2.3 IDDD Plan
In thi s scheme the exi.sti ng International Direct Distance Diq1ing GDDO}

arrangement would be adapted for acc use. The previous two numbering plans, at
lei,l.st in their non-AMA form, CQuld function in conjunction with any local switching
machine. This arra.ngement, however, was only offered for OCC originating customers

served by #1 ESS and #lA ESS local switches.
In the normal 1000 application, a customer would place an unassisted station

to-station call by diaHng
all + CC + NN

where
all is the international prefix,

CC is the country code, either one, two, or
three digits,

NN is the national number of the station desired,
with length limited such that CC + NN ~ 12 digits.

In the normal IDDD applications, the #1 ESS or #lA ESS would outpulse a
first stage of information consisting of

011 + XXX where
XXX is a routing code to connect the #1 ESS or

#lA ESS with the appropriate AT&T
International Switching Center.

After the built-up connection was established, the #1 ESS or #lA ESS would
outpulse the second stage of information consisting of

CC + NN

directly to the International Switching Center12 .
As suggested by AT&T for OCC use, the customer would dial

all YY NPA NNX XXXX
where all is the international prefix,

YY is the "pseudo country code" used to identify an ace,
NPA NNX XXXX is a full ten-digit North American Numbering Plan

station number.
This is consistent with the IDD scheme, since VY + NPA NNX XXXX = 12 digits;
the maximum limitation of CC + NN.

A signaling arrangement, analogous to that discussed above, would then be used
to connect the #1 ESS or #lA ESS local switch with the ace switch during the first
stage of outpulsing, and to convey the NPA NNX XXX to the ace switch during the
second stage.

12This explanation is somewhat simplified, but adequate for our purposes here.
For more details, see, for example, AT&T (1975), Section 10.
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Relative to the other numberJng plans discussed i.n ENFlA Il, this arrangement
has the advantage of conveyi.ng the most i:nfonnati.on to th.e OCC switch duri.ng the

normal operation of the B,ell/Independent network. A.n OCC s.witch would still need

to return a second dial tone, and re.ceive further customer-dialed i.nformation, in

order to learn the identity of the ca,lling customer or station in real-time.

If this plan were to b.e used by an IRe, only lQ digits (analogous to NPA NNX

XXXX} could be. received by the IRC switch wi'thout resorting to the second dial

tone procedure. Agai.n, this is more. digits than an IRC would receive under

either of the other numbering plans proposed in ENFIA II, but it is not adequate

to i.dentify uniquely an arbitrary forei.gn station number. To do so would require

up to 12 digits, i.e., the CC + NN dia,led in the existing Bell/Independent IDDD

plan.

Note th.at this pos.si: bl e l'RC use of the TODD pl an proposed in ENFIA II is not

the same as th.e use of the 1000 mechanism initia,lly proposed by the IRCs, as

discussed in Section 2.2 of this report. This previously discussed IRC proposal

would convey the enti.re Country Code + National Number (CC + NN) of up to 12

digits, without using a, mechanism such a,s second dial tone or pre-subscription.
However, reca,ll that AT&T strenuously objected to this plan (Section 2.3, above),

and RCA later suggested another alternative, at least as an interim solution

(Section 2.4, above), while the other IRCs did not.
A signaling arrangement, analogous to that discussed above, would then be

used to connect the #1 ESS or #lA ESS local switch with the acc switch during the

first stage of outpulsing, and to convey the NPA NNX XXXX to the acc switch

during the second stage.
Returning to the possible oce and IRC use of the 1000 plan as suggested in

ENFIA II, we note an interesting point with respect to the pseudo country code.
Assignment of these codes, for normal IODD use, is by international agreement,

administered by the CCITT. There is no technical problem in employing unused

codes for internal U.S. us.e, provided that they are not claimed for their original

international application. Both uses, of course, cannot co-exist. It is not

clear exactly what approva,1, i.f a,ny, would be required to employ -domesUcally the

unused country codes a,s ps.e.udo country codes., how this. a,pproval would be obtained,

who woul d be re.sponsi.bl e for i;l,dmintstrattQn, etc.

One advantage of th.e lDOD pl an _s.h.oul d be menttoned in cl os.i.ng. The IRCs
have expressed concern ab.out dQme.sttc sa,te.lltte. routing of thei.r call s tn the
Bell/Independent network (see the Appendix, Sections 9.1 and 9.3). Since IDDD calls

to an Internati,ona1 Swi, tching Center are not presently routed over domestic

satellites in the Bell/Independent network, this problem would not exist.
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3.3 Customer Billing

In the oce context considered i.n ENFIA, U, a ca,l1tng customer usua,lly

reach.es th.e oce switch. through the Bell/Independent intraexchange network.

Charges are incurred in the usual manner. From a, Be.ll IInde.pendent bi 11 i ng. ,

standpoint the$e calls wi.ll u$ua.lly be local or perha,ps extended ca,lling area

ca11 s. If a, ca,lll~ng customer must i'ncur a toll charge in order to reach the

nearest aCC swttch, then this is his prerogative.
This is not analogous to the l'RC situation. Each lRC can be expected to

have a switch in only one or perhaps at most a few loca,tions. The IRC originating
customer in the United State$ must often use the Bell/Independent toll facility to
reach this point. Further, the I.RCs would prefer that this toll call not appear
on the ca,lling customer's Bell/Independent bill, just as the domestic portion of

a,n IDDD call would not appear as a separate item. This particular problem will be

discussed in more detail in a later section of this report.
In any case, the technical problems faced by all. IRe in obtaining information

with which to bill for the portion of the call which uses its own facilities are
similar to the problems faced by all. OCC in this regard. The particulars of this
billing problem are a function of the numbering plan under consideration.

Recall that in the Dedicated Office Code Plan all. IRC would receive two
digits (X3X4) as a part of the operation of the Bell/Independent network, while

in the Dedicated NPA Plan all. IRC might receive four (X1X2X3X4) or five (XOX1X2X3X4)'
Two digits are clearly not enough information for a pre-subscription scheme

to identify both the calling and called stations, so a second dial tone procedure
would ha.ve to be employed. With four or five digits pre-subscription might be
possible, as discussed above.

Assuming a second dial tone procedure without pre-subscription, the IRC
switch would expect to receive the calling party's identification, which might be
in either the form of a specia,l preassigned code or the actual North American
Numbering Plan calling stati.on number. In either case, the IRC switch might also
be expected to recei.ve a se.curity code, to verify that the calling party was

indeed all. IRC customer. Further, the IRC would be expected to maintain files
whi co. associate the call ing party identi.ftcati.on with a name and address, in
order to perform billi,ng. Since the IRC could time th,e u~e of its own facilities,

a bill for th.is use could begenerqted.
Another vari.atton of thjs arrangement, which woul d not requi.re a security

code, mi.ght be possible if the tRC. were to receive the North American Numbering
Plan ca,lling sta,ti.on number as the ca.11tng party tdentification. In this case,
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it would be ~ssumed th,a,t qn.y Be1l(tndependent cus.tomer W,a,~, b.y definition, an IRC

customer, 9.nd that any ca.ll wa.~ v9.1i.d. Btl Hn~ WQu1d require. cooperation between
the rf~C a,nd B.eJ 1 a.nd the l'ndepende.nts, at least to assoc.iate the cal1i.ng number

with a name a,nd addre.~$. Although. this. plan, which we wiJ1 call customer base

parity, is technically feasible, it obViQusly i.s a different defi,nttion of the.
IRC's Date1 business., and has lega.l implications well beyond the scope of this
report.

If the ANI' version of etther the Dedicated Office Code or Dedicated NPA Plan
were available for lRC use, then the full ten-di.gi.t North Ameri,ca.n Numbering Plan
number of th.e calling statton would be conveyed to the IRC switch in real time.
This number could be matched against a list of valid IRC customers by the IRC
switch. Alternatively, a customer base parity scheme could be implemented.

When the !DOD number;ng pl an was discussed in ENFIA II, an associated
billing arrangement was considered in which theOCCs would receive AMA (Automatic
Message Accounting) tapes on a periodic basis. FOl~ each OCC call, this tape
wou1d conta in the ca11 ing and call ed number and the ti me of connecti on and di scon
nection.

If employed by an IRC, this tape would contain the calling number, the ten
digits (analogous to NPA NNX XXXX) received by the IRC switch, and the time of
connection and disconnection. From a technical standpoint, this information
would be adequate for an IRC to implement a customer base parity scheme, since it
could be matched with information maintained in files by the IRC. Of course, an
alternative arrangement is possible, in which the IDDD numbering plan is used
without customer base parity.

3.4 Financial Arrangements and Network Planning
The. tariff arrangement proposed by AT&T in ENflA II consi sted of several

different types of charges, each of which was related to a different type of
expense involved in providing interconnection to the OCCs. Network planning
issues were implicit in these fina,ncial a,rrangements, so these two areaS will be
discussed together.

As a result of the ENFIA I meetings the tariffs were based both upon actual
costs, a,nd upon an .a,greement negoti.ated betwe.en AT&T and the OCCs. In ENFIA II
the tariffs were only to be cost-based, with. AT&T earntng Us authorized rate of
return. As of th.i.s writtng th.e ENFlA II meetings have been terminated, and nQ
agreement was reached. One SQurce of disagreement cente,red around the validation

of the. tari,ffs. Many deta i.l edfactors were ;,'Ovo1ved in the ta.ri, ff development.
Perhaps a rel attvely 1arge. me.eting, such as ENFIA II, is simply not the a,ppropriate
forum in which to explain and justify such a complex structure.
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Philosophically, some of th~ most interesting concepts introduced in the
ENFIA II tariff structure related to network planning. The original ENFIA
circuits were connected to the line side of local switches, in the same manner as
an ordinary telephone customer. Line terminations are normally provisioned so
that customer demand for new service can be satisfied rapidly. State Public
Utility Commissions usually monitor held orders. The rapid availability of
telephone service is considered a public-interest objective.

The ENFIA II discussions included connections to be made to the trunk side
of the connecting switches. Trunk termination and facility availability has pre
viously been considered an internal Bell/Independent network planning issue.
Because of the fixed costs associated with the installation of new equipment,
such facilities are normally added only at periodic intervals which are relatively
far apart in time. Thus a II growth job ll might only take place on a switching
system every 2 years. Because of the complexity of these changes, they must be
planned and scheduled well in advance. Thus there are planning cycles, which
require forecasts of need prior to installation and availability. In the past,
of course, these forecasts have only been concerned with Bell/Independent require
ments.

In ENFIA II AT&T suggested a procedure in which each acc which was intercon
nected to a particular switching machine would order additional facilities at the
appropriate time in the switch's planning cycle. Each acc would determine its
needs based upon its own forecasts, business plans, etc. If an acc requested
facilities which were subsequently found to be unneeded, then a IIreserved capacityll
charge would be imposed. This charge would continue until either the acc used
the facility or until the next planning interval.

This concept leaves a number of interesting questions unresolved - for
example, how can an acc verify that IIreserved capacityll is indeed still reserved,
should there be a secondary market in reserved capacity, etc. Nevertheless, the
general philosophy of insulating the Bell/Independent and acc planning processes
from one another seems quite important. Without such insulation, antitrust
problems become more difficult, joint planning meetings with FCC oversight become
more frequent, and the possibility for true competition is reduced.

Because the accs did not wish to wait up to 2 years for the next planning
cycle, a special lIadvanced availability" study was conducted in la cities selected
by the accs. an a case-by-case basis, AT&T examined the possibility of changing
existing plans in order to accommodate these initial acc requests. ane-time
charges were developed for this accommodation.
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Th.e more usual types Qf tariff i.tems were. al so developed i.n ENflA ll. A
monthly, recurrent ch.a..rge per ENF'lAll' ctrcuH was. proposed. The form of thi s
tariff was simil ar to that deveJ oped in ENFIA I, but the actual charges were
higher, presumably be.cause they were. cQst based.

There were a.1 so chi;l.rges proposed for i nsta11 ing an ENFIA II ci rcuit and for
changing the status of a circuH ~ for example, changing an ENFIA I circuit or a
reserved capactty termination to an active ENFIA II ci rcuit.

In connection with the numbering plan, there were charges for changing the
translation in the switching machines to recognize the new customer~dialed digits.
These charges were relatively modest, and seem to reflect the actual administrative
expense of implementing the changes.

With respect to the Dedicated NPA plan, there was no charge proposed for
advancing the date at which the North American Numbering Plan would be filled,
and some new arrangement, such as interchangeable NPA codes, would have to be
ins t i tu ted.

Because of the differences in the ways in which the accs and the IRCs would
use the Bell/Independent network, the details of the ENFIA II financial arrangement
do not have a great relevance to the IRes problem.

Issues of forecasting, network planning, and trunk termination availability
should be much easier to resolve in the IRC context, because far fewer trunks are
involved. This is demonstrated by Table 3. In this table the IRC figures were
obtained in an indirect way, using the RCA projections, which are the only avail
able in the public record. Even with this approximation, however, it is clear
that the IRC demand for termination with the Bell/Independent network is roughly
two orders of magnitude less than that of the accs.

The concept of advanced availability is not as relevant in the IRC context.
The somewhat heroic efforts suggested by AT&T in order to meet acc requests
would hardly be justified. It should be much easier to satisfy the modest IRC
requests within the constraints of existing phnt. If they cannot be completely
satisfied, then some simpler plan for advanced availability should still be
possible. The general principle of insulating Be11/Independent and IRC forecasts
from one another is still valid. As a practical matter, of course, any planning
error would be far les.s harmful in absolute impact.

An IRC would use both the Bell/Independent intraexchange and interexchange
plant. In Principle the tariff structure could be even more complex than that
found in ENFIA U. This would make the validation of the tariff even more
difficult. But again, as a practical matter, the far fewer circuits involved

might argue for a simpler tariff structure.
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T~b1e 3. Comparison of QCC and IRC
Termination Forecasts

All QCC~13 RCA14

TQt~l Globcom

All IRCs15
Total

1980

1981

26,356

41,662

150

200

255

340

3.5 Other Issues and Concluding Remarks
The issue of operator procedures was not really di scussed in ENFIA II. The

general expectation was that the Bell/Independent operator procedures would not
change significantly. The issue of maintenance and testing was not discussed at
any length either. There would have been a need to resolve these issues eventually,
of course, had the discussions continued.

At the most general level, ENFIA II demonstrated that technical plans for
the interconnection of other carriers with the Bell/Independent network can be
devised, explained, and understood. Unfortunately, ENFIA II also demonstrated
the extreme difficulty of constructing cost-based tariffs which can ~e verified.
Any improvement in this art would be an important contribution, and would likely
become even more important in the future.

4. FURTHER CONSIDERATION OF ISSUES
ENFIA II did not address all of the issues 'related to domestic intercon

nection for Date1 services. Some of the issues not addressed will be considered
in this section.

4.1 Point of Interconnection
The IRCs have requested (1) that the transmission path from their switch

to the connecting Bell/Independent switch be four-wire, (2) that the connecting
switch itself be four-wire so that there is four-wire connectivity from the IRC

l3From data given to AT&T by the QCC~ (i.e., ITT, MCI, SPC ~nd WU) at the
November 13-14, 1979, E.NFtA II meeting.

14From the Appendix, Section 9.2.

15Scaled from the RCA data by mu1 tip1ying the previous col umn by the factor
(Present D~tel revenue for all IRCs/present Datel revenue for RCA), Data for
factor obtained from IRCs.
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through the Bell/Xndependent swi~ch, and en that the number of 1inks in the
switched circuit from an IRC to a domestic customer be no more Cor, at most,
one morel than the number from a Bell lnternational Switching Center. In this
sectiQn we will discuss the necessity of such arrangements and the problems
involved in implementing them.

Atransmission path may be two-wire, which means that transmission may
occur simultaneously in both directiQns over a single pair of wires; or it may
be four-wire, in which case each of the two directions of transmission is
carried on a separate wire pair. Carrier transmission systems Canalog or
digital} are inherently four-wire, as are digital switching systems (more
precisely, switches with digital networks}. The device which converts between
the two-wire and the four-wire modes of operation is called a hybrid.

Figure la shows diagrammatically what will be called a two-wire section,
consisti.ng of a two-wire transmission path with a hybrid at the right end.
Note that this transmission path might not be a simple circuit. In general it
is a series of two-wire transmission circuits with two-wire switches interposed,
providing that two-wire connectivity is maintained from one end of the circuit
to the other.

Likewise, Figure 1b shows a four-wire section, consisting of a four-wire
transmission path with a hybrid at the right end. Again, the transmission path
may consist of an arbitrary number of four~wire circuits with four-wire switching
points interposed.

Two-Wire Path
Hybrid.~ II

Figure 1A
Two - Wire Section

Hybrid

( 4 - WI,., Path : )I

Figure 18

Four-Wire Section
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With this notation any transmission path can be represented as a series of

two-wire sections and four-wire sections, which, by definition, must alternate.
A central problem which the IRCs are attempting to mitigate by reducing

the number of two-wire to/from four-wire conversions relates to echo. In
principle no echo will occur if the impedance of the hybrid is equal to the
impedance of the connecting two-wire circuit. If the hybrid impedance is not

matched, then some of the energy in one side of the connecting four-wire circuit
will be reflected into the other side, causing echo.

This is illustrated in Figure 2. The original signal enters hybrid A, and
is placed on the upper leg of the four-wire circuit. At hybrid B an impedance
mismatch is assumed to occur. Some of the energy from the signal will pass
through hybrid B into transmission path C, but some will be reflected at the
hybrid and directed back along the lower leg of the four-wire circuit to
hybrid A. At hybrid A we might also assume an impedance mismatch, resulting in
some of the echo energy being directed back towards the original signal as
!I tal ker' s echo", and some of the energy (the echo I s echo) bei ng refl ected back
again to cause !llistener's echol! along transmission path C, The nomenclature,
of course, is from voice telephony.

Original 11 - • - -""':\ Listener's

Signal ~J' ... ~~ --.-._
.---~ ~---+:----
Talker's I '''f.------- -+- -- --_-J"; O.riginal t
Echo Signal rJ

Hybrid A Hybrid B Two-Wire
Transmission
Path C

Figure 2
Echo Paths in 2 to/from 4 Wire Conversion
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If the connecting two-wire circutt has a known, constant impedance, then
the impedance of th.e h.ybrid can, be closely matcbed and echo can be. mi.nimized.
Assume, however, thAt transmi.ssion path C tn Figure 2 includes a local loop.
Then hybrid B mi.9ht be tn the toll connecting trunk of a local switch, or it
might be deeper in the MTS network. 1n any case, hybrid B will be switched to
different local loops with different impedances on different occasions, and
hence the impedance of the hybrid must be adjusted to a compromise value. In
modern switched telephone networks this is the major source of echo, and exists
at both ends of the built-up connection. Since this problem affects the extremi
ties of the connection, it is beyond the control of any interconnection plan
which can be proposed by the IRCs.

In data communication these echos can cause various difficulties depending
upon such factors as (1} whether transmission is full duplex or half duplex,
(2) the data rate employed, (3} the path delay and (4) the signal-to-noise
ratios of the receivers in the modems at both ends of the connection. 16

Using the two-wire section/four-wire section diagrammatic notation, Figure
3 shows the entire circuit path for a Datel call under the current arrangement.
Note that Mand N are independent random variables. In general they both vary
from call to call, as a function of the path established through the PTT and
Bell/Independent networks. Further, the statistical distribution of Mis a
function of PTT policy for its own domestic network, and is beyond direct
control of a U.S. carrier.

Each hybrid produces both listener's and talker's echo. The resultant
echo at each end of the path is a complex function of these individual echos.
We would expect the greatest components of echo to be generated at hybrids A
and B, for the reasons discussed above.

The IRC point of interconnection plan proposes to change link C to a four
wire path, which would also eliminate the hybrids at both ends of this link.
Figure 4 shows the result of implementing this plan. The random variable Mis
the same as in Fi.gure 3, since the operation of the PTT network would not be
affected. The random variable N' of Figure 4 is different from N of Figure 3
since thi s is a di fferent network a.rrangement.

Note that N' wi 11 not always be equal to zero. In Cother) words, even
with the proposed IRC point of interconnecti.on plan, there is still the possibi
1ity of two-wire to/from four-wire conversions in the Bell/Independent path

l6For more detai:l, see, for example, AT&T (19]7}, Telecommunication Transmission
Engineering, Volume 1, p.491.
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between the IRC switch and the local switching Qfftce serving the IRC customer

in the United State~.

To understand this, we first note th.a,t not all BelllIndependent switches

in the MTS toll hierarchy are four wire. This is shown in Table 4. Using data

from Table 4, Ftgure 5 shows the relationship of an IRC switch to the Belli

Independent toll hierarchy in the proposed IRC plan.

Table 4. Number of Bell and Independent Switches In The MTS Toll Hierarchy

For All 50 States at the End of 197817

SYSTEM TYPE

No. 4 El ec tron i c Switchi ng Systern (4ESS).
All are four-wire.

No.4 Crossbar (4XB).
All are four-wire.

No. 1 and No. lA Electronic Switching
System (lilA ESS).
Four-wire Version.

No.1 and No. lA Electronic Switching
Systems (lilA ESS).
Two-wire version.

Crossbar Tandem (XBT).
A11 are two-wi re.

No.5 Crossbar (5XB).
All are two-wire.

Step-by-Step CSXS).
All are two-wire.

1

2

8

a

a

o

o

o

CLASS
2 3

7 7

55 86

2 6

a 9

2 69

o 34

o 3

4

5

27

7

67

144

351

535

From a study of Fi gure 5 it can be seen that N' of Figure 4 wi 11 not

always be equal to zero, but rather will vary from call to call according to

the parti cul ar path establ i shed thrQugh the BelllI ndependent hierarchy.

Returning now to a comparison of Figures 3 and 4, there is no doubt that

the arrangement suggested in figure 4 would result in some improvement in

transmission. The quantitative cha,N,ctertza,tion of this improvement would be a

17Excluded a,re 10 non-Bell No.1 or No. lA ESS machines for which information was
not availaol e. Compiled from AT&T (J 9791 Di stance Dialing Coordi nating Handbook.
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Figure 5

Relationshi p of IRC Switch to Bell/Independent Toll

Hierarchy in the IRC Proposed Point of Interconnection Plan

Class Number that are

2-Wire 4-Wire

o 10

2 2 64

-0
3 115 99 IRC Switch

Connected at
Class 1, 2, 3 or 4.

4 1097 39

I
I

5 Virtually Virtually 6All None

IRC dCustomer

Local loops.Virtually all 2-wire

Toll connecting trunks. Some 2-wire, some 4-wire.

Intertoll trunks. Mostly 4-wire. (Not all possible trunk connections
shown on diagram.)
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substantial study in its own right. Complicating factors. include the statistical
nature of the connecti.on at both ends of the p9,th (j.e., M~ N, and Nl, 9,re all
random variablesl and the fact that the PTT pa,th may be through di,fferent
national networks in different cQuntries on different calls. To the author's
knowledge, no such analysis is available. AT&T would be in the best position
to perform such a study, but, they have had no reaSon to do so since the inter
national use of Dataphone had not been allowed until recently.

Another question concerning point of interconnection involves the number
of 1inks in the path from an IRC customer to the IRC switch. WUI has requested
routing parity with AT&T long lines, meaning that the number of links in the
WUI path would be no more than the number of links required for the same customer
to reach an AT&T Long Lines International Switching Center. ITT has suggested
that, at most, one additional 1ink could be allowed. 18

The difficulty with these proposal s is as follows. In the Bell/Independent
toll hierarchy trunks may be justified from a number of toll switches directly
to International Switching Centers not to improve transmission quality, but
rather on the basis of traffic alone. The use of a direct rather than an
alternative route is justified by the well-known traffic engineering concept of
"economic CCS". But Bell/Independent international MTS traffic is much larger
than Datel traffic. 19 The equivalent direct groups to IRC switches may not be
justified.

This particular IRC request illustrates a problem which has permeated the
entire point of interconnection issue. It would be extremely helpful if exactly
what the IRCs want could be quantified, independent of how it is to be accom
plished. As AT&T and the IRCs have developed their arguments over the years,
these issues have become confounded. In the area of transmission quality, the
improvements which the IRCs seek should be quantified using well-known trans
mission performance parameters. As we have seen, translating this into a
specific point of interconnection plan may be difficult, but it would improve
the potential for meaningful discussions.

4.2 Numbering Plans and Signaling
This section considers numbering pla,ns a,nd their related si.gnaling impli

cation. In the previous. chapter on ENFIA U the Dedicated Office Code Plan,
the Dedicated NPA plan and the ENFIA I.I IDDD Plan were examined in Sections

l8 A d' S .,ppen lX ectlons 2.1 and 2.4.
19Current annua,l revenues: Bell/Independent, about $1,370. M; Datel, about $1 M.
Sources: AT&T and the IRCs, respectively.
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3.2.1,3.2.2, a,nd 3.2.3, respe.c.tively. None of these plans provide di,aling
parity wi,th the B.ell(I.ndepe.ndent rOOD numbering pla,n. Otaltng parity would
imply that any station in the U.S. MTS network cQuld call a statton in a foreign
country via, a,n IRC, dtaling no more digtts than would be reqUired to reach the
station via the tnternational facilities of AT&T Long Lines.

This section considers the proposed IRC WOO plan, using the same format
as Section 3. This plan is different from the three mentioned above in that it
does provide dialing parity.

As discussed in Section 2.2 and summarized in Table 1, all of the IRCs
initially requested dialing parity. This also implies that the IRC switch
would receive all of the information received by an AT&T International Switching
Center as the call progressed. As summarized in Table 2 of Section 2, ITT and
WUI have continued to request dialing parity, while RCA has suggested a compro
mise, at least in the interim.

In the present AT&T IOOD numbering plan, an unassisted station-to-station
call is established by dialing

011 + CC + NN,

while an operator-assisted call requires the dialing of

0.1 + CC + NN.

In both cases

CC is the country code, either one, tw~ or three digits,

NN is the national number of the station desired, with
length limited such that CC + NN ~ 12 digits.

In all cases the local switching office serving the calling customer must
have the capacity to handle 1000 calls. For operator-assisted calls the local
office is connected to a TSPS system. The customer-dialed 1101 + CC + NN II is
passed, in slightly modified form, to the TSPS. The TSPS performs operator
functions, as well as the function of digit analysis, route translation, AMA
recording and two-stage outpulsing. In the first stage, the TSPS outpulses a
six digit code consisting of

011 ;, XXX

where XXX is a rQuting code.
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This six-digit code is rQuted through the toll hierarchy in the normal
fashiQn, establishing a connection between the TSPS and the appropriate rnter
national Switching Center. After this built-up connection is established, the
TSPS outpulses the second stage Of information consisting of

CC + NN.

In the case of step-by-Step, most #5 Crossbar, #2 ESS, #26 ESS and #3 ESS
local switching offices, unassisted station-to-station calls are also rQuted
through TSPS, whi ch performs all of the functi ons descri bed above, except, of
course, operator services. Since one TSPS can serve many local switching
offices, this arrangement presumably reduces the cost of more extensive modifi
cation at each local switch to provide tODD.

In the ca.se of #1 ESS, #lA ESS, and nine especially modified #5 Crossbar
offices in Ne.w Yurk City, unassisted station-to-station calls are handled
directly by the local switches, which perform the functions noted above to
interface directly with the International Switching Centers.

Three different variations of the IRC 1000 plan have been suggested. The
first will be called the IRC OlX Prefix Proposal. In their original requests
for interconnection ITT (1976), TRT (1976), and WUI (1976) all suggested this
plan in a general way, while RCA (1976) made the suggestion more explicitly.
These requests are all summarized in Section 3 of the Appendix. This proposal
has been consistently advanced in later IRC documents, and will therefore be
considered as ,the primary IRC proposal.

In the IRC OlX prefix proposal an IRC customer would dial

OlX + CC + NN

where x is a single digit assigned to a particular IRC,

CC is the country code and

NN the national number, as described above.

Since X M 1 is already in use by AT&T, there would be code space for 9 IRCs
under this plan.

The two-stage signali.ng mecha.ni,sm described above would be used (1) to
establish a connection from the lQcal servi.cing switch or TSPS to the IRC
switch (instead of the AT&T International Switching Center1, and (2} to convey
the CC + NN to th.e IRC switch. This arrangement is described in detail by RCA
in Section 4.2 of the Appendix.
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In this numbering plan there is no way for an IRC customer to both (1)
dial the full CC + NN and (2) signal the IRC switch that operator assistance is
desired. The IRCs have not been explicit as to how operator services would be
handled.

Operator assisted calls could be customer-dialed in the IRC OOX Prefix
Proposal, as advanced by RCA (1976) and summarized in Section 3.2 of the Appendix.

In this proposal an IRC customer would dial

where
OOX + CC + NN
X = 2N-2 for an unassisted station-to-station

call to IRC N,

X = 2N-l for a call to IRC N with assistance by
an IRC operator,

N = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.

CC is the country code and

NN the national number, as described above.

As indicated, there would be code space for only five IRCs. Assuming this
plan were used by the four existing IRCs, only one new carrier could be accom
modated. Competitive entry into this market would be severely restricted.
From a policy standpoint this limitation must count very heavily against this
plan.

The two-stage outpulsing mechanism could be used for signaling. Means
would be required to differentiate a station-to-station from an operator assisted
call at the IRC switch. RCA (the Appendix, Section 4.2) has suggested that a
pseudo country code be substituted for the actual country code during second
stage outpulsing for operator assisted calls. The pseudo code would imply (1)
the actual country code and (2) the fact that an IRC operator was required.
The code space of real country codes is more than half filled, but the subset
of countries served by a particular IRC may not be. If not, then this plan
might be implemented. Otherwise, it might be possible to imbed an operator
required indicator in the 6 digit routing code used for first stage outpulsing.
In either case, there would be direct and indirect costs to the domestic MTS
network.

The third numbering plan advanced, called here the IRC Suffix Proposal,
was also suggested by RCA (1976) and is also summarized in Section 3.2 of the
Appendix. This plan would only be implemented for subscribers with Touch
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Tone signaling capabilHy. A.n end of di.ali.ng code., such QS "*N#" or "N#" would
be required ~fter th.e norrn~l !:DDD di.altng sequence, indica,ting carrier Nt For
di~ling parity, AT&T would be ~ssigne.d one of these codes. Presumably this
scheme could indicQte opera.tor assistance, requiring a sequence such as IIOJ +

CC + NN + *N#". Ute signaling implicati,ons of this proposal are as described
for the IRC UUX prefix proposal.

4.3 Customer Bill ing and Financial Arrangements
Customer bi 11 ing parity for Datel with AT&T Long Lines impl i es that the

domestic CBelllIndependent network} segment of an international call is tariffed
on a postalized basis and not as a function of the location of call origination
in the United States. Further, the charge for the domestic segment of the call
wou1d be inc1uded in the bi 11 from the IRC, and not made a part of the bi 11
from Bell or the Independent as normally received by the IRC customer. Such an
arrangement is called free direct access.

Billing for customers of the Bell/Independent toll network is normally
performed by equipment associated with the switching office originating the
call. A signal, called reverse battery, is generated by the terminating office
when the called party answers. This signal is then returned to the originating
office. If this signal is not received, then timing for billing purposes is not
initiated by the originating office, even though the call may have been completed.

On a call from an IRC customer in the United States through the Bell /
Independent network to the IRC switch, it should technically be possible to
inhibit Bell/Independent billing to the IRC'customer. This might be accomplished
by modifying the terminating Bell/Independent switch(es) which connect to the
IRC switching centers. An IRC call would be sensed, and the return of the
reverse battery signal would be inhibited.

Provisions for billing the IRC for the domestic segment of the call could
be implemented by further modification to the terminating Bell/Independent
switchCes). As.suming that Bell and the Independents offer domestic intercon
nection to the IRCs on a dist~nce-sensitive basis, the technical arrangements
might be similar to those used to implement 800 Service Clnward Wats}. Tariffs
for the interconnection services might be based upon Wats bands, since technical
arrangements have been developed to forward origin~ting Wats band information
to the Bell/Independent terminating switch. Otherwise, it is not clear how the
termtnating switch would determine the domestic originating location of the. .

call.
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The above discussion assumes that an IRC offers free direct access to
Datel customers located anywhere in the United States, which they have done for
some years, in accordance with Commission approved tariffs. Some confusion on
this subject arose due to recent FCC (1980a and b) Orders. (See Section 2.6.)

4.4 Double Satellite Hop Problem
Geosynchronous satell ites have been used for international telecommunica

tions, including Date~ for many years. The lengthy propagation time (about
1/4 second) caused by the path length to the geosynchronous orbit and back to
earth, initially caused problems for data communications systems. However,
most users have found solutions to this delay.

In the early stages of the Datel interconnection dispute, AT&T's use of
satellites for domestic transmission was very low. Therefore, the potential
difficulties of double satellite hops for Datel was not addressed by any of the
protagonists in the dispute. Recently, however, AT&T has publicly indicated
that they intend to increase their utilization of domestic satellites in the
MTS network. The IRC's have indicated to us in private conversations their
concern about the potential detrimental effects of double-hop transmissions.
The IRC's claim that AT&T has already implemented techniques that prevent
double-satellite-hop transmission in international MTS. The IRCs then state
that unless AT&T provides them with some indication of the type of domestic
transmission techniques used (terrestrial or satellite) to bring the link to

"-

their gateway switch, they will be at a competitive disadvantage vis-a-vis
AT&T's international dataphone type services.

Obviously, this satellite double-hop problem was almost nonexistent in
the past but we cannot dismiss its importance in the future.

5. STEPS TOWARDS RESOLVING THE PROBLEM
In the previous sections of this report the Datel interconnection problem

was factored into specific operational and technical areas. In this section
the problem is considered as a whole. The outlooks for three different categories
of potential solutions are discussed: short-term, medium-term~and longterm.

Such categories assume that financial resources are limited, since,
otherwise, the implementation of the most elaborate long-term plan could begin
immediately. This assumption may seem obvious, but there has been a tendency
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to discuss i.mprQved i.nterconnecttQn for D~tel 0..$ a "ri.gh:t"? With.Qut adequate
considera,tion of who would pa.,y-.

rt ha.s been argued tha..t improved Da.tel interconnection is in the publ ic
tnterest, and hence costs should be borne by the MTS ra..te.payer as an overall
social good. Th5s is a. policy questi.on which. must be addressed by the FCC. In
this study we have a.s$umed the principle adopted in ENFrA II and therefore have
assumed that the fRCs will pay for the changes which they require in the Belli
Independent MTS network in order to implement improved interconnection for
Datel.

Since NTIA is not privy to the financial plans of the IRCs, it is not
clear how much of its growth capital an IRC would direct towards the improve
ment of Datel. HQwever, it seems reasonable to assume that it would not be
highly disproportionate with respect to Datel 's current and projected future
revenues. The Datel annual revenue of about one million dollars C$lM) accounts
for only a tiny fraction of the overall IRC industry revenue of almost $450M
annually.20 As a data service, Datel is based upon older circuit-switched
concepts and technologies. An IRC would have to evaluate Datel and any potential
servi ce .toff-shoots" agai nst newer packet-switched systems in order to decide
what to back with facilities. and promote in the marketplace. Given these
realities, it seems reasonable that improvements to Datel must be financed from
Datel 's $lM annual industry-wide revenue base.

There are several reasons why more ambitious interconnection arrangements
will probably take longer to implement: First, such arrangements are more
likely to require changes throughout the Bell/Independent MTS network. Unless
extraordinary expenses are incurred, such changes must be incorporated into the
ongoing plans to modernize this network. Such long-term modernization plans,
for example, the introduction of electronic switching, require a decade or more
to complete. Second, in order to be economically feasible, the introduction of
more advanced interconnection arrangements for the IRCs will probably require
coordination with the introduction of similar arrangements to accommodate other
carriers, such as the domestic OCCs.

Shorter term solutions should be viewed as interim steps, to be taken
until the longer term processes can be worked through. For this reason, attention
should be given to anything in a shorte.r term solution which might economically
penalize or Qth.erwise. pr,ejudice a longer term solution.

2Q1RC supplied figures.
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The i.nc1usion of a solution to ~. given aspect of interconnecti.on into. a
particular categor,y should be ta~:~ as illustrative of what s:eems reasonable to
us, and nqt as an NTIA recormnendat;:on. In genera,l, the agreement on such
detai.ls should be left to the carriers tnyo1ved.

5.1 Long-Term Outlook; Parity
parity of interconnection for Datel would imply that Datel bears exactly

the same operati.onal and technical relationship to the Bell/lndependent domestic
network as does AT&T Long Lines for overseas HTS service. Each of the eight
technical and operational areas used throughout this report is one dimension of
interconnection. Parity can be represented as a relatively advanced arrangement
in each of these eight dimensions.

The experiences of the OCCs during ENFIA II, when lengthy discussions were
held with AT&T regarding the issue of interconnection, are relevant to the
issue of the feasibility of parity of interconnection for Datel. We noted in
Section 3 that the ICRs' interconnection problems are similar in kind and
complexity to the problems facing the accs. It is significant that in the
ENFIA II meetings the accs did not attempt to obtain parity. As a practical
matter, the OCCs seem to have realized that their revenues and their time
scales for planning and deployment simply were not commensurate with the exten
sive changes which would be required in the Bell/Independent plant to implement
parity.

This is relevant to our concerns here. The current annual revenue for all
IRCs combined from Datel is about one million dollars ($lM), while the current
annual combined OCC revenue from switched voiceband services is about $75M. 2l

Further, as shown in Table 3, the number of acc trunk connections with the
Bell/Independent network for switched services is about 100 times larger than
the number of IRC trunk connections for Datel. Thus, by several measures, the
OCC switched voiceband business is about two orders of magnitude larger than is
the IRes' business in Datel. If parity of interconnection is not economically
feasible at this time for the aCGs, then this suggests that it is even less
feasible for Datel.

At issue here is the econOmic base prOVided by Date1, which we assume must
support the changes necessary in the Bell/Independent network to implement
Da, te1 pari ty. There are va.rious wa.,ys to rel ate Date1 IS annual revenue base of

21 Composite ftgure.s from information suppl ied by th.e. accs and IRes.
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=0.4%.

about $lM to the cost of modifying the Bel1/Independent network, As a very
simple example, suppose th~t·$lOO,OOo of the $1 Mwas availa.ble to implement
Date1 pari ty. Numbering plan parity alone would eventually require charges to
each Bell and Jndependent local switching office. There are abQut 20,000 such
offices. Tlte $100,000/20,000 ;:; $5 available annually per office is clearly
i ndaequate.

Reca11 that A,T&T (1977c) developed estimates for part of the cost of
implementing Datel parity. These figures, as discussed in Section 2.3 above,
were:

a capital investment of approximately $126M,
nonrecurring expenses of approximately $43M,
recurring expenses of $20M per year.

These figures can be summarized as:
an initial expenditure of $126M and $43M = $169M,
an annual expense of $20M.

AT&T has not substantiated these figures in detail, and hence they cannot
be audited. But they cannot be dismissed out of hand, considering the magnitude
of the BelllIndependent domestic MTS network and the changes which would be
required to achieve parity. Further, a few simple calculations indicate that
the figures are not intuitively unreasonable.

The current Bell System MTS network plant investment is about $110 Billion.
Removing land, buildings, trunks, loops and station equipment, the central
office portion of this investment is about $45 Billion. The annual operating
expenses are about $29 Billion (All figures a~e extrapolated from Bell System
Data at year end 1978.),

Since Bell excluded the cost of point of interconnection arrangements from
their figures, most of the initial expenditures for Datel parity would presumably
be related to central office equipment. Writing the ratio of this initial
expenditure to the Bell central office investment, we obtain

$169M
$45,000M

This figure is conserv~tive with respect to Datel parity, since including more
of the Bell plant investment in the denominator would reduce the 0.4%.

We also write the ratiQ of a.nnual expense for Datel parity to total Bell
System annual expense

. $2OM
$29,000M
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It is not surprlslng that a system which was never designed for customer
selectivity among carriers at parity would require an expenditure of about 0.4%
of its present invested worth in order to be so modified, nor that it would
require an annual expense of about 0.07% of its total annual expense in order
to be so maintained. This certainly does not validate the AT&T figures, but it
does suggest that they are not intuitively unreasonable.

Comparing the estimate of $169M initial expenditure and $20M annual expense
to implement Datel parity with the $lM Datel annual industry-wide revenue base,
the considerable disparity must be noted. Datel revenue simply seems inadequate
to support the changes necessary to implement Datel parity. The disparity is
wide. It is not necessary to accept the AT&T estimate, since orders of magnitude
changes in these figures would still not alter this conclusion. It seems very
difficult to justify significant changes to the Bell/Independent domestic MTS
network in order to accommodate a service like Datel which generates a very low
level of demand diffusely across the entire nation.

This insight suggests several approaches, any of which might be useful in
obtaining Datel parity, or something closer to it than is presently available.
First, improved interconnection arrangements might be implemented in certain
selected geographic sections of the country where the IRCs have their greatest
concentration of Datel customers. Second, attributes of interconnection requiring
changes which are diffuse throughout the entire Bell/Independent network, such
as dialing parity, are much more expensive to implement than changes which are
localized to one place, such as the point of interconnection between an IRC
switch and the MTS network. Each attribute of parity should therefore be
analyzed on a cost/benefit basis. Third, Datel parity might be considered as a
part of a longer range and more comprehensive plan which would also address the
interconnection concerns of other carriers who wish to use the Bell/Independent
network. This would place Datel parity on a much broader economic base. It is
not clear that such a comprehensive effort will be undertaken at this time. At
present, the process begun in ENFIA II offers the best hope for beginning to
work in this direction.

5.2 Medium-Term Outlook: Relating to the Problems of the OCCs
Section 3 of this report considered some of the ways in which the concepts

developed in ENFIA II might be applied to the problem of Datel interconnection.
While the IRC and OCC problems are not the same, it was noted that they have
many similarities which might profitably be explored.

Using the concepts developed in ENFIA II many specific OCC interconnection
plans could be devised. The ENFIA II meetings only reached the stage of initial
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negotiation. Convergence towards a unique solution was not achieved. It is
therefore not particularly useful to select one of the many OCC interconnection
plans which might follow from ENFIA II and elaborate upon its adaptation for
IRC use.

For the future, the primary importance of ENFIA II is the process which it
set into motion. The continuation of this process has been manifest in the
AT&T (1980) response to the FCC in the MTS/WATS Market Structure Inquiry. Here,
AT&T has suggested certain interconnection plans which are an outgrowth of the
work in ENFIA II. Bell also proposed that a technical committee be formed,
with Commission and industry participation, to consider this matter further.

Although the administrative and institutional details are unclear at this
time, a process is going forward which should eventually result in an enhanced
form of interconnection for the OCCs. Because of the similarities between the
OCCs' and IRCs' problems, and because of the much greater economic impetus
behind the OCC issue, NTIA believes that the IRCs' interconnection problems
should be folded into this ongoing process. It is imperative that this be
accomplished soon, so that the Date1 interconnection issue is not considered as
an afterthought.

5.3 Short-Term Outlook: Considering the IRC Problem Alone
If an interconnection plan is devised for Date1 only, then Date1 revenue

suggests that the current structure of the Be11/IndependentMTS network must be
used to the fullest extent possible. Changes to only a few network nodes
(e.g., the poi.nts of interconnection to the IRC switches) might be contemplated,
but changes to the entire Bell/Independent MTS network, consisting of about
20,000 local and 1,000 toll switching offices, seems beyond question.

One short-term solution would require an IRC customer in the United States
to establish connection with an IRC switch by using the domestic MTS network in
the usual fashion. The IRC customers would dial NNX XXXX or NPA NNX XXXX,
causing the call to be routed to the IRC switch. After a stable connection was
established, other information would be conveyed over the built-up path. This
information would include the identification of the calling party or station
and the number to be called in the foreign country. This information would
permit the IRC to complete the call and to bill the calling customer for at
least the international and PTT segments of the facilities used.

Information sent over the built-up connection might also include a pass
word or security code and an indication when operator assistance was required.
All such information might be conveyed by Touch Tone signaling or in the header
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of the first data block transmitted. A repertory dialer, or equivalent means
in a data terminal, might be used to generate such sequences and hence reduce
manual intervention. No new operator procedures would be required within the
Bell/Independent MTS network, sindealladditional operator functions would be
handled exclusively by the IRCs.

This arrangement is similar to that currently employed by the domestic
OCCs for switched voiceband services such as Execunet and Sprint v.

All of the IRC switches are currently located in New York City. It should
be possible to connect them all into the Bell/Independent domestic MTS network
through one Bell System switch. This one switch might be especially modified
without incurring great expense. There is already a service available under
tariff to the IRCs which provides four-wire circuits between the IRC switching
centers and the line side of an especially modified class 5 (i.e., local) MTS
network switching office. This switch, a No.1 ESS, is located in New York
City. It has been modified to provide answer supervision, normally a trunk
function, to the line-side IRe circuits. On calls from a foreign administration
through the IRC switching center into the Bell/Independent MTS network, answer
supervision allows the IRC switch to detect that the called station in the
United States has answered. Four-wire connectivity through the connecting
Bell/Independent switch, one of the requests of the IRCs, is not provided by
this plan.

One means to satisfy the IRCs point of interconnection requests might22

build upon the modifications which have already been developed for the No. 1
ESS to implement EPSCS (Enhanced Private Switched Communications Service).
EPSCS is a private network service recently developed for large corporate and
government customers. The No.1 ESS trunk link network has been modified for

Z2A description of the implementation of EPSCS on the No.1 ESS is provided in:
Lewi s G. Anderson and Peter F. Lambert, "Modifyi ng No. 1 ESS for Enhanced
Private Network Service," Bell Laboratories Record, Vol. 57, No.2, pp. 46-52.
EPSCS is not a capability of lAESS; development would be required to make it
available.
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(1977b) , petition to Deny, File I-T-C-2674, August 10, 1977.

(l977c), Petition to Deny, File I-T-C-2682, November 16, 1977 .

(1978), Reply, File I-T-C-2682, February 23, 1978.
,

(1980), Comments, Docket 78-72 , March 3, 1980.

four-wire operations using the so-called HI-LO technique. Line-side features, such

as dial tone and ringing, are also available to circuits connected to this trunk net
work. A No. lESS providing EPSCS also normally provides Bell/Independent MTS network
functions as well.

Although further software modifications would probably be required, a No. lESS
modified for EPSCS would seem the closest available equipment configuration which could
supply the IRC point of interconnection requests, including four-wire connectivity
through the switch into the Bell/Independent MTS network, trunk-side features such as
answer supervision and line-side features such as dial tone and ringing.
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APPENDIX

Details of the IRCs' April 1976
Requests for Interconnection

This appendix provides pertinent quotations from the requests filed with the
FCC by ITT(1976), RCA(1976), TRT(1976) and WUI(1976) for interconnection with the
AT&T domestic MTS network. Requests are classified into technical and operational
areas. Within each area, quotes are by specific IRC.

1. General
1.1 ITT

1.2 RCA

1.3 TRT

1.4 WUI

1I ••• access to the domestic network of the Bell System on
the same basis as AT&T Long Lines ... 11

1I ••• access arrangements must be provided in such a way as to
insure that the pUblic finds it as convenient to use the pUblic
switched telephone network to reach RCA Globcom's facilities both
for existing overseas Datel service and for more specialized
switched voice/data, data-only and facsimile services as it is to
reach facilities provided by the AT&T Long Lines Department for
overseas service. Furthermore, the quality of the facilities
provided to RCA Globcom must equal those AT&T provides for its
own overseas service ... 11

II ... fair competition between AT&T and the IRCs will not be
possible unless interconnection arrangements are provided between
the AT&T domestic network and the IRCs comparable to those available
with AT&T's overseas MTS ... II

IIUnless the IRCs can reach the domestic telephones on a parity
with Long Lines, they will be competitively disadvantaged in reaching
overseas present and future dataphone users ... 11
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2. Point of Interconnection
2.1 ITT "... ITT Worldcom hereby requests that it be permitted by AT&T

to interface on a four-wire basis to a four-wire switch at a suit
able level in the hierarchy of the Bell System. 1I Such a level
implies II ... that calls placed via ITT Worldcom would have a
domestic routing equivalent to international Dataphone calls
placed via AT&T. At the very least, such calls should not have
more than one additional link depending upon their point of
access to the Bell System. 1I

2.2 RCA

2.3 TRT

2.4 WUI

liThe interconnection between the voice/record carriers' and
AT&T's facilities should be on a four-wire trunk basis rather
than a two-wire station termination as at present. Domestic
trunk facilities provided to the voice/record carriers should be
equivalent both operationally and electrically to the facilities
currently interconnecting AT&T's existing seven international
switching centers with the domestic telephone network. 1I IIInter
connection on a four-wire basis is necessary to improve overall
data transmission performance by eliminating degradation which
can occur in the transition from 4-wire to 2-wire and then back
to 4-wire operation. 1I

liThe ca11 to the IRC' s network must be routed in the most
efficient manner, i.e., it should not take an appreciably longer
time to access an IRC than to access an AT&T gateway switch. 1I

"The facilities used to connect the calling party to the IRC
must be equal in quality to that provided to AT&T's gateways
and should not include more than one section above the number
of sections required to access the AT&T gateway switch. 1I

IIThere shall be a 4-wire transmission path interconnection
into the AT&T MTS network at a Bell System 4-wire switching
exchange. Such a plan will ensure the existence of a through
transmission whereby the conversion from the basic 2-wire tele
phone subscriber line to the basic 4-wire long distance network
will occur only once -- and will remain at 4-wire until the
overseas network brings it down to 2-wire at the overseas
subscriber's line. The foregoing configuration will help to
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alleviate the existing serious impairment in transmission quality
on WUI's existing switched data service caused by excessive

I i conversions between 2-wire and 4-wire transmission facilities
and wi 11 enable WUI 1$ swi tched data system to 'see' the AT&T
domestic network as that network is 'seen' by an AT&T inter
national gateway switching exchange.

liThe number of transmission sections (circuits between AT&T
exchanges) required for a domestic subscriber to reach WUI (or
vice versa) shall be equivalent to the number of sections
required by a subscriber to reach an international transit
exchange serving the AT&T system. 1I

3. Numbering Plan
3.1 ITT 1I ••• each such subscriber should be able to reach his called

party via ITT Worldcom by dialing the same number of digits as
he would for routing via AT&T Longlines. ITT Wor1dcom would
therefore haver to be assigned a 3 digit code comparable to AT&T's
011 to prefix the national code to the called party's number for
IDOD ca11 s . II

3.2 RCA IIThree-digit access will be provided to users by AT&T using
the existing 1000 numbering plan. Clearly, for the voice/record
carriers to participate in the international switched voice/data
market, access to the international services provided by either
AT&T or the voice/record carriers must be on an equivalent basis.
RCA G10bcom believes a numbering plan with three-digit access
to the voice/record carriers is technically rea1izab1e. 1I

"Under the present AT&T numbering plan for international
calls:
(l} A Dataphone subscriber, when placing an international call,

dials the international prefix either:
-01 (Person-to-Person, Credit Card or Special Call) or
-011 (Station-to-Station)
Plus in either case the country code (1, 2 or 3 digits) and
the national (significant] number.. (The country code and
the national [significant] number are limited to a maximum
of twelve {J2} digits.)
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(2} Typical dialing sequences are as follows:
(a} PPCS Calls (Person-to-Person, Credit Card or

Special Call) : 01 + CC + NN
(b) S-S Calls (Station-to-Station) : all + CC + NN

Where CC : Country Code
NN: National [Significant] Number. 1I

IIWe propose that the numbering plan be modified so that
the subscriber can have access either to AT&T or a voice/record
carrier (VRC) as follows:

OlX + CC + NN
Where X: Denotes a single-digit number

assigned to a VRC
CC: Country Code.

IIAn alternative proposal would be to use OOX as the international
prefix, where the second zero would indicate an overseas call
routed via a voice/record carrier and the third digit the identity
of the voice/record carrier and whether the call is station-to
station (S-S) or person-to-person, credit card, etc. (PPCS). The
following is a sample assignment plan:

001 VRC A S-S
002 I' PPCS
003 VRC B S-S
004 ,. PPCS
005 VRC C S-S
006 II PPCS
007 VRC D S-S
008 II PPCS
009 VRC E S-S
000 II PPCS.

"A third access proposal for those subscribers equipped with
touch-tone multi-frequency (TTMF) signalling capability is
described below:
(1) RCA Globcom proposes that a Dataphone TTMF subscriber,
when placing an international call, dial an "End of Dialing"
code to indicate selection of either AT&T or a particular
voice/record carrier to provide the international switching
and transmission facilities.
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3.3 TRT

3.4 WUI

(2) Two options for the "End of Dialing" code are proposed
as follows:

(a) Option 1 would require the use of the *(Star) and
#(Squarel'pushbuttons on the TTMF keypad, as foll ows:

Carrier A *1 #
" B *2 #
II C *3 #

II D *4 #

II E *5 #

II F *6 #

Spares *(7-9) #
(b) Option 2 would require the use of the #(Square)

pushbutton on the TTMF keypad, as follows:
Carrier A 1#

II B 2#
II C 3#

II D 4#

II E 5#

" F 6#
Spares (7-9)# II

IIAT&T must provide access numbers (such as 012) from its
-domestic MTS network comparable to those utilized for overseas
MTS calls, which will permit the IRC's to interface with the
domestic MTS network in a manner similar to AT&T's international
gateway switching centers for MTS serivce. 1I

IISuc h access must be provided in a manner so that the
dialing in accessing an IRC is no more complex than in making
an MTS ca11. II

IIA telephone subscriber wishing to place a call via WUI
should not be required to dial any more digits than he does
when he calls via AT&T. Therefore the subscriber should be
enabled to dial

where
AAA xxx
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AM

xxx

yyyyyy

A 3 digit access code to be equivalent
to the 011 used by subscribers using
AT&T and that would identify the IRC
fo r tha t ca11 ,

1, 2 or 3 digit country code in
accordance with the 'World
numbering plan, I

Subscriber (national network) number
in called country including the
equivalent of an area code should one
exist (may be up to 9 digits)".

4.
4.1

Signaling
ITT "Bell System centers would have to set up automatic

international calls via ITT Worldcom in the same manner as
they presently do by AT&T international switching centers
(ISC), using 2-stage outpulsing with a 6-digit code to
describe the IRC operating center and the destination country".

4.2 RCA "Presently, the local office outpulsing format is:
KP + 1 + CC + NN+ ST*

RCA Globcom proposes that the local office outpulsing format
should be modified to the following:

KP + lX + CC + NN + ST*
Where X is assigned as follows:

AT&T 1

VRC A 2
"B 3
"c 4
"0 5

"E 6
Spares 7-9.

"•.. 'Two Stage Outpulsing' from an Electronic Switching System
CESS) or Traffic Service Position System (TSPS) is presently
used to switch the international call to the ISC.
First stage outpulsing is:

KP + 011 + XXX + ST
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4.3 TRT

4.4 WUI

Where XXX: Country Code
The first stage of outpu1sing provides for either a 3 or 6

digit routing code. The 3 digit code uniquely specifies a
particular ISCfor which the call is destined. The ISC,
upon seizure after first stage outpulsing, returns a 'wink'
signal (minimum duration: 220 MS) and then followed by a
high tone (480 Hz). After receiving the wink signal, second
stage outpulsing is as follows:

KP + CC/CC' + NN + ST
Where: CC I - Substitute Country Code (if call

requires operator assist at ISC)
ITwo Stage Outpulsing' as described will be used to switch
the international call to a particular voice/record carrier
operating office via four-wire facilities. The voice/record
carrier will receive the digits and automatically switch
the call to the terminating country, using C,C.I,T,T.
Signalling System No.5 or No. 6. 11

No specific remarks.

liThe control signalling access plan requires that the
appropriate AT&T exchange or switching office pass to the
WUI exchange all customer dialed information after the
designated WUI access code or. prefix. II

5. Operator Procedures
5.1 ITT 1I0perator-assist procedures would have to be formulated

to permit present Bell System subscribers to specify routing
via AT&T, ITT Wor1dcom or any other international record
carrier. In the absence of specification as to routing,
international dataphone calls should be distributed on a
mutually agreed to allocation basis."

5.2 RCA

5.3 TRT

No specific remarks.

"On operator assist calls, AT&T should arrange procedures
for the operator to inquire of the calling party:
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5.4 WUI

a) If the call is to be a dataphone call;
b) If yes, whether the calling party wishes to

route via AT&T or one of the IRC's;
c) If the calling party selects one of the IRC's

this routing should be honored by the operator. II

"Additionally, calls handled manually by AT&T operators
should have equal access, upon customer request, to all
carriers providing international dataphone-type service."

6. Customer Billing
6.1 ITT "ITT Worldcom requests that AT&T be required to provide

ITT Worldcom with billing and accounting information similar
to that exchanged between components of the Bell System.

"In order to properly bi 11 for international dataphone
type calls, ITT Worldcom will require as a minimum: (a) the
called party's telephone number, (b) the calling party's
telephone number, (c1 the date of the call, (d) the time
of the call, and (e) the duration of the call.

II In the Bell System the call ed and calli ng party's number
are pulsed from the originating end office to automatic message
accounting equipment in a toll tandem switch or Traffic Service
Position System. Where possible this information should alter
nately be pulsed to an international record carrier for billing
in connection with dataphone-type calls. In cases where an
international record carrier switch interfaces the Bell System
hierarchy at a level above which this information is available,
the billing tapes or other records made by AT&T should be
provided to the international record carrier for accounting
and settlement purposes",

6.2 RCA

6.3 TRT

6.4 WUI

No specific remarks.

No specific remarks.

!'AT&T should provide subscriber identification on
outbound calls by forward pulsing of the subscriber's
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telephone number to the WUI exchange, or such comparable
arrangements satisfactory to WUI.

"Billing information generated on calls via WUI must be
kept confidential from AT&T's sales or marketing force. 1I

7. Maintenance and Testing
7.1 ITT "... reliable international dataphone-type service requires

the agreement of the Bell System to engage in cooperative
maintenance and equipment testing with the international
record carriers •••

IIIn order to provide responsiveness and reliable service
to its customers, ITT Worldcom must have operational ac~ess

to AT&T's Data Test Centers. This entails cooperative testing
arrangements between these centers and ITT Worldcom's Operating
Center. II

•

7.2 RCA IITrunk access facilities provided to RCA Globcom should
be maintained under the same standards and engineeing practices
followed by the Bell System. II

7.3 TRT No specific remarks.

7.4 WUI No specific remarks.

8. Financial arrangements
8.1 ITT No specific remarks.

8.2 RCA II .•. care must be taken that any arrangements made for the
sharing, or the division, of tolls between the voice/record
carriers and AT&T for handling switched voice/data, data and
facsimile services should reflect both the letter and spirit
of the Commission's requirements for uniform and nondiscrimina
tory treatment. Thus, if Commission policy is to be implemented
the voice/record carriers must be accorded pricing, divisions
and service treatment as favorable as, for example, the local
telephone companies afford the Long Lines Company which will
provide the overseas service in competition with the voice/resord
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8.3 TRT

8.4 WUI

"Since there is no body of experience upon which to base
divisions, it is suggested that pending agreement and the
development of the necessary data, the Commission encourage or
direct the interested parties to negotiate an agreement following
the general concepts and ratios between payouts and tarriff rates
which obtained with respect to TWX/overseas telex interconnection
prior to the time when AT&T divested itself of TWX to Western
Union. Following such a course would permit prompt formulation
of the necessary arrangements and insure the implementation of
service pursuant to terms approximating those negotiated between
the carriers with respect to another service (TWX/overseas telex)
under relatively similar conditions."

No specific remarks.

"AT&T and WUI must establish financial arrangements
no less favorable to WUI than the arrangements between
AT&T's Long Lines Department and the independent telephone
companies for international calls. Considerations of com
petition" equity and non-discrimination dictate that, in
any event, such arrangements not be based upon two discrete
charges to the subscriber, specifically (i) the cost of
reaching WUI and (ii) the cost of the international portion.
Total charges for a WUI dataphone-type call to a given
overseas location from any place in the United States should
be uniform and should be divided in accordance with a reason
able formula to be agreed upon by WUI and AT&T. Consideration
can be given, for example, to a carrier-to-carrier arrangement
similar to that formerly prevailing with respect to TWX calls
interconnected to the IRCs' overseas telex networks, involving
a cost-related carrier discount."

9. Network Planning
'9.1 ITT "Consideration of international record carrier operation

and of the international record carrier's international service
offerings must be given by the Bell System both in its own
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9.2 RCA

network planning and in planning negotiations carried on with
foreign administrations regarding the-development of the inter
national switched telecommunications systems. The need for
considerations ofthe international record carriers·s role is
particularly acute in the following areas:

common channel interoffice signalling (CCIS)
multiple satellite path routing precautions
digital network evolution
digital network signalling and interconnection
interconnection with overseas networks
future access and numbering plan schemes. 1I

URCA Globcom believes that to enable the voice/record
carriers to compete for the overseas traffic generated by
the installed base of domestic dial-up data users, AT&T
should be required to provide the voice/record carriers
with the following information concerning all Dataphone
and DAA installations within the Bell System:

A. The name and address of the user;
B. The telephone number associated

with the station;
C. The type of DAA and station equipment;
D. The type of data modem and, if provided by

o

the Bell System, the model and speed. II

1. Initially, RCA Globcom will require the following
estimated number of trunk circuits to the toll
network:
(~) Terminating at New York: 30 Trunks
(b) Terminating at San Francisco: 30 Trunks

2. RCA Globcom projects an annual growth rate of
approximately 20-25 percent for international
switched voice/data services. Based on this
estimate, the following 5-year trunk require
ments are projected:
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9.3 TRT

9.4 WUI

NUMBER OF REQUIRED TRUNK CIRCUITS
TO TOLL NETWORK

Year New York San Francisco

1977 30 30

1978 40 40

1979 50 50

1980 75 75

1981 100 100

3. The above projections may be revised to more
accurately reflect actual needs as the market
for international switched voice/data service
develops."

IIWith the advent of domestic satellite facilities, AT&T is
establishing procedures and equipment to detect when a domestic
call is routed via satellite so that the international segment
may be routed over cable rather than satellite facilities in
order to prevent double satellite hops. Procedures should also
be established to automatically notify the IRC in a similar
fashion of domestic satellite routings."

"WUI will initially require the physical interconnection
between its own switched data exchange and the AT&T domestic
telephone network to be made at WUI's exchange in New York City.
Of course, as the service develops and grows, WUI may require
interconnection at other points within the AT&T domestic tele
phone network. Such interconnection would be data quality
voice-grade circuits with AT&T and WUI providing compatible
inband signalling equipment at their respective locations'"
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